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WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. Rep.
T9.,.Ler R-Ky., has been
charging the Tioul.se 20 centia Mile for
car travel although he regularly flies
home, the Wall Street Journal reported
Friday.
The story identified Carter as one of
several House members who regularly
file false expense accounts for travel
between the capital and their home
districts. The representatives have
been collecting more money from the
government than the trips cost them,
the Journal reported.
Since June 1, 1975, members of
Congress have been permitted to be
reimbursed for 26 trips home each year
and the congressmen may travel by air
or drive. The reimbursement rate was
12 cents a mile until June 1, when it was
increased to 20 cents a mile.
Carter began submitting signed
vouchers after the rate change saying
he had regularly driven 1,544 miles
round trip to his home at Tom-
pkinsville, the Journal story said. The
Symsonia Wins
At Agriculture
The 90-member Symsonia High
School chapter of the Future Farmers
of America won top honors Friday in
the 23rd annual Agriculture Field Day
competitions at Murray State
University.
Competing against 34 other chapters
in 15 major contests that attracted a
record 1,200 students to the university's
356-acre agricultural farm and new
Livestock and Exhibition Center, the
Graves countians compiled 3,634 points
to capture the coveted all-events
trophy.
This was 110 points ahead of the
second-place Hickman County Chap-
ter's 3,524 points, while the Lowes High
School chapter finished in third place
with 3,517 points, only seven behind of
the Hickman Countians.
Louisville Courier-Journal rcisated it
had learned Carter submitted 13 such
-vtilfehers -in 197. - -
Carter was paid $4,014 after sub-
mitting the 13 vouchers in 1975, but if hc,
had submitted bills for air fare, as he
reportedly did before June 1, the
reimbursement would have been $2,385.
Sources indicated Carter was in
Louisville to attend the Kentucky
Derby, but he could not be reached for
comment late Friday.
Douglas Francisco, Carter's ad-
ministrative assistant, issued a
prepared statement Friday which
stated in part that "the complexities of
the travel situtation" had caused
Carter to lose money in past years. The
statement added that Carter had lost
money in past years by not scnding bills
to the House for trips to the airport in
Washington and not fully billing the
House for the costs of being picked up at
Kentucky and Tennessee airports.
Francisco said Carter may have
overbilled the House by somes$225 and
if so, the money would be repaid.
Top Honors
Field Day Here
Caldwell .County High School was
fourth with 3,482 points, and Far-
mington was fifth with 3,447.
Ken Oliver and Davis Jones are the
advisors of the • winning Symsonia
chapter. Wayne Hurd and Earl Bolin
are the Hickman County advisors; John
Mathis, is at Lewes; Arthur Slaughters,
(See FFA, Page 12)
Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy today with chance of
rain or rainshowers, high in the mid
60s. Decreasing cloudiness tonight, low
in the low and mid 40s. Partly cloudy
and mild on Sunday, high in the mid and
upper 60s. Monday mostly sunny and
cooler.
fFA FIELD DAY CHAMPS: Three members of the Symsonia High School
chapter of the Future Farmers of America display the coveted all-events
trophy won by the chapter Friday in the 23rd annual Agriculture Field Day
competitions at Murray State University. The 90-member chapter compiled
3,634 points to win the top award by 110 points over the second-place chap-
ter, Hickman County. Accepting the trophy for their teammates were, from
left: Michael kaler, Randy Ray and Mark Cavitt.
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PARENT OF THE YEAR—Mrs. Sylva tovins is Murray Headstart's Parent ofthe Year. She is the wife of Jack Lovirts and the mother of three boys. TheLavins' live on Route Seven. Mrs. Lovins is an active volunteer in the Head-start program and helps in many ways. She has a total of 103 volunteerhours. Presenting the award is Mrs. Carol Morgan, parent coordinator ofthe Headstart program.
15' Per Copy One Section - 12 Pages
County Road Employe
Injured in Explosion
A county road employe was injured in
an explosion this morning at the county
road barn, according to reports from
the Mercy Ambulance Service here.
AnAltdance attendants said Floyd
Reffoe, 46, iüte Five, was doing
Bids To Be Taken
On Road Project
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The Kentucky
Department of Transportation will take
bids on May 6 on highway resurfacing
projects, Secretary John C. Roberts has
announced.
They include 13.4 miles of Ky. 94 in
Calloway County from the L. eir N.
Railroad to the Marshall County line.
Clinic Services
Are Cancelled
Clinic services at the Calloway
County Health Department have been
cancelled for Tuesday, May 4, as all
Health Department personnel will be
attending a workshop in Mayfield on
Tuesday and Wednesday. May 4 and 5.
Regular clinic services will resume
on Thursday, May 6, at the Health
Department, located at North Seventh
and Olive Streets, Murray.
863 Students File For Degrees
In 53rd Annual Commencement
A total of 863 students have filed
applications for degrees to be awarded
during the 53rd annual spring com-
mencement exercises at Murray State
University on Saturday, May a.
. Among that number are 656 For 1
bachelor's degrees, 173 for master's, 29
for associate degrees, and five for
specialist in college teaching degrees.
James C. Bowling, a Paducati native
who is now an executive with one of the
world's largest cigarette companies,
Philip Morris Incorporated, will deliver
the commencement address at the 10
a.m. ceremony in the university
fieldhouse. An honorary Doctor of Laws
degree will be conferred on him during
the program.
Both mid-year and spring graduates
will participate in the cap and gown
ceremony since no formal com-
mencement pregram is held following
the fall semester.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
graduates will be determined when
school officials have completed a check
of each candidate's credentials to
certify that all graduation
requirements have been met.
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DK-Nom, DECISIONS—With the price of groceries as high as they are today, even Tracy Ranks, (center) hastrouble deciding on what to pick out for customers, (left to right) Amy Blue, Melissa Ramsey, and JenniferHamilton, while George Nichols, left, places items hack on the shelf. the children all from Murray, are par-ticipating in a set up grocery at the Robertson kindergarten while studing the values and uses of money.
fritcrtry erf Own'
gates and five foreign countries.
Among the local candidates are these:
Bachelor's Degree
David Wayne Abbott, William L.
iglarns, Karen Alexander, Jadonna
'Ruth Allen, James Craig Anderson,
Mary Ann Anderson, Cynthia Cooper
Barnes, Gary G. Barton, James
Eugene Berrill, R. Terry Broach,
Luanne Holland Brown,
Karen Sue Burkeen, Gloria Jean
Burnett, Teresa Carol Byerly, Terese
Joan Carraway, Louis Joseph Cimino,
Karen Denese Clendenon, Christopher
Dale Clopton,
Cathy Lynn Cole, Kennie Ray Colson,
Anne Ryan Cooper, Sarah M. Cooper,
Barbara A. Cornwell, Connie Cam-
pagna Covington, Vicki Lynn Dale,
Faye H. Farris, Edmund D. Fenton,
Jr., Rachel Lynn Flora,
Robert Douglas Futrell, Donald
Patrick Haldimann, Kathryn Jean
Hardie, Michael Kent Hendon, George
Robert Hodulik, Jr., James Thomas
Hughes, Mark Rubin James, Paula P.
Jones,
David Allen Keller, Katie J. Kemp,
Donald Gene Lampkins, Deborah
Nance Lee, Thomas Arnold Lossner,
Jeri Lynn Marsh, Karen Jo McCuiston,
Karen M. McCuiston, Cynthia J.
McDaniel,
David Edward McGinnis, Martha A.
McManus, David Halton Morris, Susan
Kay Nanny, Tonye Martin Petway,
Bert Kimball Prokop, Yvette Watson
Pyle,
Gary Ed Raspberry, M. Lyn Reagan,
Deborah Heckert Roby, Robyn M.
Roney, Matthew Mortimer Schappert,
Drane Allen Shelley,
Marsha Jo Sledd, Johnnie Glenn
Stockciale, Ralph Franklin Story,
Ronald Graham Stout, Randy Paschall
Taylor,
Larry David Teitloff, Mary Louise
Tutt, Ursula Erika Justine Wutzke.
Master's Degree
Freddie Phillip Allgood, Vicki
Stayton Blades, Charles Ewing
Brandon, Fayte Brewer, Darnley H.
Chamberlain, Jr., Delbert E. Clayton,
John Kinney Conboy, Rosemary
Conboy, Egbe Thomas Ehikhametalor,
James R. Gough, Thomas A. Hipp.
Ralph Vernon Jackson, Mickey Charles
Johnson, Daryoush Haghighat Khajavi,




WASHINGTON A}'i An increase
in the farm price index is being tran-
slated into higher meat prices at the
nation's grocery stores.
Higher prices for cattle and hogs
helped boost the government's farm
price index 2 per cent last month, the
Agriculture Department said Friday.
The farm prices of meat animals rose
2 per cent from March 15 to April 15. On
the average, that put livestock prices
about 18 per cent above what they were
year ago.
McCallon,,f red _Clare Morton, James
--Roberts Myers,
Joseph Warren O'Bryan, Sue U.
Overbey, Gary L. Parker, Steven
J ernes Payne, Estelle Margaret
Porter, Jacob Cornelis Postma, Steven
L. Readel, Jarbara Anne Redmond,
Danny Houston Roberts, Gary D.
Robertson, Donna A. Shams, Farrokh
Sharabianlou,
Charles R. Sheeks, Marilyn Lee
Simons, Phyllis G. Underwood, Carolyn
Ann Venable, Pamela Inocence Vetro.
College Teaching
Mary Bernadine Jay, Dwain
McIntosh, Janice Chaney Sanders,
Adedoyin 0. Sonaike, Wayne Moseley
Whitney.
Associate Degree
Sherry Ann Carter, Donna LOuise
Cole, Harolyn Kay Dalton, Lynn Erwin,
Melinda Gaye Fulkerson, Marilyn Jean
Gilbert, Velincia Kay Martin, Deborah
Lynn McCord, Joel D. Tobey.
welding work on a road grader when a
barrel on which he was standing ex-
ploded.
Renfroe sustained first degree burns
to his left leg, according to reports, and
was taken to .thc Murra.y-Calloway
County Hospital. The accident occurred
at aboet 8:15 a.m. today.
The barrel reportedly contained
chemicals used at the barn, according
to reports. Renfroe's condition was not
iminediately available today, pending
further tests, but he was not thought to




Brent Boston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fil Boston of Murray, Murray
Middle School, had the high score on
the American History Test con-
ducted by the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
Mrs. John Lifiesay, regent at the
chapter, said Boston answered 106 of
the 120 questions correct in the
annual test given to representatives
of each of the local elementary
schools. Boston was presented a
medal by the DAR Chapter.
First riumerup was Jane Wesson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Grady
Wesson, New Concord, from East
Elementary School; second run-
nenip was David Thorn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jackie Thorn, Alm° Route
One, from North Elementary
School; third runnerup was Denise
Rutherford, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert J. Rutherford, Murray
Route Four, from Southwest
Elementary Schoel,
DONATES BOOK: Dr. Hal Houston, seated, Murras physician, has presenteda limited edition of William Faulkner's "Marionettes" to the Friends of TheLibrary Collection in the t lniversity Library at Murray State University In 1920,four years before the publication of his first book. the Marble t aun,"Faulkner wrote a one-act play in verse form for his dramatit dub at theUniversity of Mississippi, hut until last year, "Marionettes," as he called theplay had neyer been published The 88-page hook contains a facsimile off aultmer's hand-lettered manusc ript. Viewing the book with Dr. Houston is Dr.Yushin Yoo. an assistant professor in the I ihrarv
a.
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Third grade students at Carter St hool work on props tor the musical program, "A Bir-
thday Party For America," to be presented by all students of the school on Tuesday,
May 4, at seven p.m_ at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Students from
Robertson School will present the same program on Monday, May 3, at seven p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium. Helping the children are the third grade teachers, Maxine Ryan and
Mary Ann Cuter, and the musk teacher, Joan Bowker. Photo by Gerald Carter
VC:IMMUNITYCALENDAR 
Saturday, May 1




perance Union will meet at the
home of Lorene Clayton at
three p.m.
Derby Day Party at one
p.m. and buffet at 6:30 p.m. is
scheduled at Murray Country
Club with Mr and Mrs. Darold
Keller as chairmen.
Sunday, May 2
Homecoming will be held at
Temple Hill United Methodist
Church. Donations for upkeep
of the cemetery will be taken.
Sunday. May 2
Summer Fashion Show by
Lad and Lassie Shop with
models from Sandy Coleman's
Twirling Class will be at
ArtCraft, South 12th Street, at
Iwo p.m.
Sunday, May 2
Homecoming will be held at
North Fork Baptist Church.
Monday, May 3
KSALPN District 17, Unit 1,
will meet at seven p.m. at the




Church Women will meet at
seven p.m at the church.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
at 3: 30 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. Stanford Andrus at 7:15
p.m. and Lottie Moon with
Mrs. Porter Holland at 7:30
p.m.
(Soon At The Murray Tliortres
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(lip the coupon below and bring it with you.
After your appointment let Maxene sign it,
then bring it to Vernon's Western Store for a




at Vernon's Western Store
with authorized signature
Monday, May 3
Classes of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet as follows:
Esther Class at home of Billie
Farley and Ann Hasseltine
Class at home of Modelle
Miller, both at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at .




meet at the church at 7:30
p.m.
Fellowship luncheon will be




'•A Birthday Party for
America," will be presented
by the student body of
Robertson School at Lovett
Auditorium at seven p.m.
Vacation Bible School Clinic
will be at Salem Baptist
Church from seven to nine
p.m.
Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs will make
trays at the Murray City Park
at9:30 a.m.
Rangers and Rangerettes,
ages 8-15, of Woodmen of the
World will have a pizza party
at Pagliai's from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a. m. at the cluChouse.
New chairmen-elect of the
departments are also urged to
attend.
Pizza Party Will
_ Be Held Monday
The Rangers and
Rangerettes of the Woodmen
of the World will have a pizza
party on Monday, May 3, from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Pagliai's.
This party is for Rangers








FOR MONDAY, MAY 3, 1975
Look in the, section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your goal now should be to
capture the attention of those in
a position to further your aims,
so polish up your wares.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May-21)
You can now find a new way
to display your abilities and
talents, but don't try the road of
mixing qusiness with pleasure,
GEMINI
(May Ti to June 21) 2,9"
Stick to the tried-and-true
You can advance your status by
putting forth best efforts in your
own field. Not a good period for
starting new ventures.
CANCER
i June 22 to July 23),
Certain changes in your job
area may bring some confusion
at first. Don't fret. Give
yourself time to visualize the
possibilities and you'll be able
to cope.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Your outlook similar to
Cancer. Routine may be subject
to quick change. Someone in
authority may be acting
erratically, but hold tight and
just do the best you can.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23( OP
Time now to get going with
any new enterprise you've had
in mind, but try a different
approach than you've planned.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
Reach as far, high and wide
as your talents permit. Ex-
cellent influences stimulate all
your skills and endeavors.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov 22) In,*
Take the strategic approach
to all situations. And, in discus-
sions, be careful not to be overly
aggressive or too forceful.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )60
Take longer if necessary to go
over details:. Better be sure
than sorry. The quantity of your
endeavors will not count as
much as their quality.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
Saturn influences generous.
You can make this day stand
out by adding a touch of
originality to your work and
through more exhaustive stud)
of the fine points.
AQ(.'ARIUS
(Jan. 21 t8 Feb. 19)
44z
=AA
You may encounter a fee
baffling situations: Remain tin
disturbed, neither overaronou.s
nor careless Avoid excesse,
and extremes.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A desire to reach beyond your
limitations could unhing,
nerves and disposition, caus,
disruption of a smooth schedule
Watch it'
YOU BORN TODAY ariti
delightful combination of tht
artistic and the practical —
situation which opens up man)
fields in which to harvest the
fine achievement which can be
undeniably yours. Unlike mar.)
other Taureans, you have a
strong gift for leadership and.
should you choose business as
career, would make an ex
cellent executive, promoter
salesman or financier Wit)
your imagination and love of
beauty, however, you could ii
even better as a writer, artist.
musician, dramatist or literar2,
critic. Do curb tendencie,
toward jealousy and obstinacy.
however. Birthdate of: William
Inge, playwright; Samantha




Homer England of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
By Abigail Van Buren
Don't Tell New
Lovers About Old Ones
DEAR ABBY: I am a 63-year-old widow. My husband
died two years ago after is beautiful marriage that lasted for
30 years.
I went completely to pieces and foolishly took up with a
man shortly afterwards. I was lost and lonely, and he
provided the tenderness and consolation I desperately
needed at the time. It was mostly a sexual attraction, and it
lasted only a few months.
After- we broke up, I met a very fine, 72-year-old
gentleman who was everything a woman could want in a
husband. He proposed marriage and I accepted. Then I told
him about my bnef affair, thinking he would understand
Well, he didn't! Instead, he said he couldn't marry me
knowing that I was "second-hand" merchandise.
I told him that in all the years of my marriage, I never
looked at another man, but he said it didn't matter—my
affair after my husband's death was something he could
never forgive.
Abby*.glon't you think he is wrong to hold that against
me? I didn't even know him when this happened. I love him
and want to marry him, but I cannot understand his
attitude. Please advise.
HEAVY-HEARTED
DEAR HEAVY: I think he's wrong. But you could be
lucky to have found out bow unforgiving and unfair he is.
I'm sure you realize bow foolish you were to discuss your
past with him. Don't make that mistake again
DEAR ABBY: When I first heard about topless
swimsuits for girls, I thought it was just a lot of talk, but
yesterday I actually saw one for sale in a store!
If women would consider wearing a topless swimsuit in
public, we have reached a new low in our civilization —even
lower than the decadence that preceded the fall of the
Roman empire.
Topless swimsuits! Have we lost all sense of decency?
Who cares if we are bombed back to the Stone Age? What's
left to save?
MOTHER OF GIRLS
DEAR MOTHER: The bottoms.
DEAR ABBY. I am in my middle 70s. Since my wife's
death 10 years ago, I have been seeing a very lovely married
woman who is now in her middle 30s.
She is married to a man who barely makes a living for her
and their children.
I am making out my will and want to provide generously
for this woman who has given me so much happiness. How
can I do so without casting a shadow on her reputation or
embarrassing her?
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: Talk to your lawyer, and then
discuss it with the woman. Remembering someone in a will
isn't necessarily an admission of a romantic involvement.
DEAR ABBY: Can you stand one more letter about the
myna bird who was taught to use dirty words?
Eeny meeny myna moe
Grab a myna by the toe
• If he hollers dirty words
Just pretend it's "for the birds.
ti.J.R. IN PENNA.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 11:4
It may be easier for you to
handle unusual or difficult tasks
now than to make progress in
routine affairs. Boredom with
the latter could stymie you.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
What is expedient may not be
the best for all concerned, so be
careful of the route you select.
Take nothing for granted.
I 
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 11°1111,-
There are tendencies now
toward impulsiveness and
overemotionalism. Don't yield
to such inclinations. Make
thoughtful decisions, act calmly
and deliberately.
CANCER
June 22 to July 231 GPO
Some of the things you have
been able to manage before
may be harder to control now.
But, with an extra bit of
determination, you can "make
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23( I/2
Controversial issues could
Louise contention, useless word-
wasting. Don't join in. Instead,
listen to all sides and you will
arrive at the truth.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Ease up if week was busy.
Catch your breath and take a
good look where you are
headed. Should you change your
objectives? Or your tactics', A
time for thought.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
An excellent day in which to
formulate long-range plans.
Something which has seemed




FOR SUNDAY, MAY 2, l976
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday conies and find iOct. 24 to Nov. 22)
what your outlook is, according Some planetary restrictions.
to the stars. Don't depend on promises and
don't make any binding
agreements yourself. Stress
conservatism in all things.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your perception especially
sharp now. In all matters
depend on your own judgment,
not that of others.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
sefirl7)
viJ
A fine day for achievement.
also for making decisions of
importance. You may even
have the opportunity to cash in
on an avocational skill.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Amore or less average day
but you should enjoy the
evening hours, when some
bright and amusing persons
give you stimulating ideas.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Auspicious influences! An
unexpected happening in the
forenoon could lead to an un-
planned — and profitable— trip
)(G.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind,
terrific imagination and a
wealth of talent which fit you for
almost any career you choose
You have built-in gifts for
writing, music and the arts and,
since you are likely to be
blessed with a fine voice, should
make it a point to cultivate it.
You are idealistic and
humanitarian at heart and
would make an excellent
physician or nurse, since your
-bedside manner" would be
outstanding. You could be a top-
rank diplomat or other type of
statesman, and should enjoy the
theater, travel and horticulture
in all its forms Bu-thdate of:
Bing Crosby. singer. Catherine
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Brigid, will have an opening in their Shoe Deportment










May 41t and May Slit
Huge selection of Girls' 4 to 6X
Shirts. Shirts are 100% cotton
with round and crew necks.




SAVE 1.00 REG. 2.96196
Girls' 7 to 14, 100% cotton
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NEW YORkwy — The nation's
7,000 hospitals are counterattacking —
against what they feel is a widespread
impression they are inefficient and the
primary reason for the nation's rising
health care bill.
Part of the attack. ts aimed at the
validit4: , of _government statistics
commonly used to show that hospital
care costs are rising faster than the
over-all rate of consumer price in-
flation.
Contending that charges of hospital
extravagance were exaggerated, J.
Alexander McMahon, president of the
American Hospital Association,
challenged recipients, employers,
insurers and government officials to
`1V also to themselves for an ex-
planation of rising costs.
To some degree, McMahon said in an
interview, all are "itNillated from the
consequences" of their attitude that the
very best should always be provided
without regard to cost, because that can
be passed on to someone else.
McMahon seemed especially
irritated by the attitude of some in-
surers and government officials — by
the failure of the former to provide
incentives aimed at reducing wasteful
use of health care benefits, and by
promises of the latter.
He said he agreed with legitimate
efforts to reduce costs, but that
government efforts didn't always fit
that category.
While promising free health care to
the elderly, he said, they seek to put the
payment burden on hospitals by
limiting payments to "reasonable"
costs, an imprecise, subjective
determination.
Since this might mean less than the
hospital expended, McMahon said, "let
them tell us what services they don't
want us to provide and what patients
they don't want us to take care
Such efforts, he said, sought to drive
down the cost of the system not by
changing either the input of dollars or
the benefits, but by bureaucratic
controls. "This is like trying to make
the funnel bigger but the bottle
smaller," he said.
"We cannot do it alone," he con-
tinued. "Some of these promisors,
through political programs and health
insurance programs, promise care at
any cost."
But, he continued, "if you expect
hospitals and doctors to control costs
when you promise to pay for any ser-
vice, then you've forgotten the history
of the United States."
Such an assignment, he indicated, is
beyond the ability of any institution to
fulfill because it encourages unlimited
and often wasteful demand for its
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cannot control costs in the face of
unlimited demand."
_ Nevertheless, be said, thousands of
hospitals are practicing quality and
cost _control programs today and, while
improving care, have produced hard-
won increases in productivity.
McMahon said the association
disputed the key statistics used by the
governmentito measure, inflation in the
'hospital industry, and argued that the
practice of contrasting hospital costs
With other consumer items produced a
distorted picture.
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
10 Years Ago
William Ross of Calloway High
School was elected as vice-president
and Kenneth Thomas of Murray
University School as reporter of the
Kentucky Future Business Leaders of
America at the convention held April 29
and 30 at Louisville.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Berline
Wilson Lassiter, age 73.
Marshall W. •Stallons, a switchman
in Southern Bell's Central office here m
Murray, has been promoted to a
management position in Mayfield.
New officers of the Murray High
School Student Council for 1966-67 ,are
Theresa Resig, Ada Sue Hutson,. Ann
Griffin, and Kathy Converse..- -
Mr. and Mrs. Taman Lamb of Hazel
Route Two are being honored on their
50th wedding anniversary today, May 1.
Nixon May Have Been
Exposed To Radiation
By NORMAN R. BEEBE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two former
Secret Service agents say intense levels
of radiation at the U.S. ambassador's
mansion in Moscow were discovered in
1959, during then-Vice President
Richard M. Nixon's trip to the Soviet
Union, and that Nixon may have been
exposed to the radiation.
The radiation disappeared after the
agents, who had assumed the Soviets
were beaming the rays, said they used
a ploy designed to persuade the
Russians to stop the radiation.
The farmer Secret Service agents
said they detected the radiation in the
quarters of then-U.S. Ambassador
Llewellyn E. Thompson, who resided at
the Spasso House mansion. During his
four-day stay in Moscow, Nixon slept
there and the agents say he may have
been exposed to the rays for one night
until the radiation was stopped.
It was during this visit that Nixon and
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev
engaged in their famous "kitchen
debate" about the merits of capitalism
versus communism.
The agents' statements come after
recent disclosures that the American
Embassy in Moscow is the target of
microwave radiation which U.S. of-
ficials say is being beamed by the
Soviets. It was unclear whether the
radiation detected in the ambassador's
mansion during Nixon's 1959 vis.t had
any relationship to this microwave
radiation at the Embassy.
State Department officials said today
they had no immediate knowledge of
any radiation detected during
Nixon's visit in Moscow. The Secret
Service declined comment but con-
firmed the retired agents' identities.
In separate interviews Thursday with
The Associated Press, James Golden,
the former agent who said he first
discovered the radiation, and John T.
Sherwood, the chief of the Secret
Service detail for the Nixon trip, both
said Nixon's personal physician was
advised of their findings at the time and
that they also filed a full report with
their superiors when they returned to
Washington after the Russian visit.
• They added that they were never
debriefed on the incident by the State
Department or U.S. intelligence
agencies after filing their reports.
Golden retired from the service in 1960.
Sherwood retired in 1962.
According to Sherwood's account of
the incident, which was confirmed by
Golden, the discovery of the radiation
came about by accident.
During his 11-day Russian tour,
Nixon was to visit some Russiar in-
dustrial cities after leaving Moscow,
including Sverdlovsk. which was touted
at the time as Russia's "atomic
city" just built near there. Nixon was to
visit one of those plants. Preparing for
that stop, Secret Service agents in-
cluded decimetersand film badges,
both atomic radiation measuring
devices, in their security gear The
decimters were fountain-en shapel
tubes with calibrations from 0 to 50 for-
measuring radioactivity.
The advance security team, headed
by Golden. arrived in Moscow three
weeks before Nixon's July 22, 1959,
departure from Washington. During the
three weeks of advance security work
in the Embassy, the Secret Service
agents said they discovered nothing
unusual.
However, after Nixon's arrival and
while he was making an address on
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Russian televison, Golden made a
routine check of his decimeter outside
the ambassador's bedroom.
"It showed a reading of 18 and was
climbing rapidly," Golden said. "I
couldn't believe my eyes or the
decimeter."
Golden said he went into the adjacent
staff quarters and got a second
decimeter from a Nixon military aide,
Air Force Ma). James D. Hughes.
"When I tested inside the
ambalawdor's bedroom, it went off the
scale," Golden said. "Additional
checks of other areas in the Embassy
that evening proved negative. The
radiation was 'Concentrated in the
ambassador's bedroom and in the staff
quartrs adiacent to it:"
Golden said he still felt there could
have been something wrong with the
instruments or that he himself might
have been "hot" from some unknown
exposure to radiation. With that
possibility in mind, Golden told Nixon's
personal physician, Dr. Walter Tkash,
of his concern.
The following morning, he dismissed
the matter with Sherwood, who had
accompanied Nixon to the television
studio the previous day.
After Golden's briefing, Sherwood
said attempts were made to reset the
two decimeters used the previous
evening, but one had peaked so high it
was damaged beyond immediate
repair. Using the other decimeter and a
third one which Sherwood carried.
readings were again taken throughout
Spasso House, the agents said.
The new tests confirmed the high
radiation in the ambassador's quarters,
which was located far from any com-
munications equipment, as well as the
absence of radiation in any Embassy
areas. However, the former agents said
their radiation-sensitive badges did not
signal any abnormalities in those areas
where the decimeters registered high
radiation.
Having discussed the situation
without corning up with a plausible
explanatiOn, Sherwood and Golden said
they decided to attempt a bluff that
they felt might persuade the Soviets to
stop the radiation.
They said they went to an area they
were relatively certain was bugged by
the Soviets and in heated tones began
discussing the matter. -We didn't have
any idea what was going on," Sherwood
said, '' but we made it sound like we
did."
Both Sherwood and Golden said that
roughly three hours after their con-
versation, the radiation disappeared
and never returned during the balance
of Nixon's stay in Russia. They said
they made no further mention of the
incident until they filed their report
upon their return to Washington.
However, sources with additional
knowledge of the matter said that
within weeks of the incident a "great
deal of highly sophisticated detection
and monitoring gear" was sent to the
U.S. Embassy in Moscow via
diplomatic pouch.
The report of Nixon's brush with the
radiation first surfaced in a copyright
article in this week's edition of the
"Black and White," the school
newspaper of Walt Whitman High
School in Bethesda, Md., a suburb of
Washington. Written by seniors
Michael Gill and Richard Berke. it cites
a ''highly placed government official




On a trip into Washington my seat
mate was well charged with scotch and
he talked a lot. He said he was a lob-
byist. I asked him what a lobbyist does
to earn his fees. He replied: -Twist the
arms and pat the backs of lawmakers"
Then, as though voicing an af-
terthought, "and shaft the public."
and opinionated arttcles on tins page are presented fpi
of providing a forum for the free eat-gunge of dffferIng
etten to the editor in response to eddonals and
articles are encouraged
of this newspaper strungif beliefe that to limit
- articles to onb those which pfirrallei the i•iltoria.
)1 thi., newspaper would be a disservice to our reader.
age readers who donut agree with an editorial +tend
r-ented Of an individual writer no coluno, to ewoh,1
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20 Years Ago
Miss Shirley Outland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Outland, is
valedictorian, and Miss Judith Ann
Workman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Workman, is salutatorian o( the
Murray High School Senior Class.
. Anita McDougal and Larry Parker of
the Murray Training School FBLA won
honors at the state, FBLA convention
held at Louisville. —
Mrs. Norma Glover of Almo Route
One was the Lucky Shopper Fotoquiz
winner last week. She was pictured
while shopping at Thurman's Furniture
Store.
Senator.,Alben W. Barkley died
yesterday. He had served his state or
Kentucky and the nation for thirty-one
years in public life.
E. B. Howton has returned from New
Jersey where he attended a Jersey
cattle sale at one of the farms there.
30 Years Ago
National Vouth Week- Is being ob-
served in Murray this week by the
Murray Woman's Club, according to
Mrs. Garnett Jones, president.
Another supplement of "Heroes of
World War II" is being published this
week with The Ledger & Times.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. M. C. Mizell, age 85, James Henry
Erwin, age 21, John W. Carter, and M.
0. Armstrong, age 59.
The Board of Directors of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce made plans for
improvements in Murray at the
meeting with Luther Robertson,
president, presiding.
The Directors of the Calloway County:
Fair Association, Inc., planned a fair
for September 25, 26, and 27. This will
be the first fair since 1941.
Marriages reported ttusweek include
Ruth Richmond to Alvin B. Trigg, April
26, Charlotte Cunningham to Morrison
Wray, April 20, Frances Truiton Sledd to
Max Leroy Olson, April 28, Frances
Robers to Dale Myers, April 28, and
Frankie Modell Travis to Roscoe
Feagin, April 30.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Wilson, Apri124, boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Turner, April 24,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomas,
April 28, boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Adams, April 27 and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Polly, April 29.
40 Years Ago
A contract for the construction of the
Paris-Hazel Highway will be let when
satisfactory arrangements have been
completed by the committee appointed
to secure the right of way for the road,
according to Judge A. F. Paschall.
Deaths reported include S. E.
Edgar) Purdom, age 67, Mrs. Allie
Barber, age 49, Mrs. Margaret Hord,
Leo Outland, age 27, Terry Wilkinson,
age 22, Mrs. Louise McGuire, age 72,
John Y. Orr, age 50, and P. L. Knott,
age 50.
Waylon Ray-burn, president of the
Alumni Association at Murray State
College, said one hundred per cent
attendance is expected at the banquet
at the Wells Hall dining room during
commencement week.
Commencement speakers at the
various high schools will include
Forrest C. Pogue at Hazel, R. H. Hood
at Lynn Grove, Max B. Hurt at New
Concord, and A. B. Austin at Kirksey.
Manager Otis Eldridge of the Pine
Bluff Baseball Club announced that
organization plans will get underway
Sunday afternoon at the Bluff area.
Miss Martha Nelle Wells. daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells, freshman at
Murray State College, was crowned
football queen at the banquet on April
24.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Half of
the 500 Kentucky Democrats applying
to become delejgates to the national
convention have asked to be designated
for former Georgia Gov. Jimmy
Carter.
Carter's presidential bid recently
was endorsed by Gov. Julian Carroll. so
the overwhelming preference is not
autprng. , _
State Democratic spokesmen said
Thursday about 100 asked to become
delegates for Sen. Henry Jackson, 50
for Congressman Morris Udall and 50
for Alabama Gov. George Wallace.
The other 50 asked to become
delegates for a miscellaneous category
the uncommitted slate, anti-abortion
candidate Ellen McCormack, former
vice president Hubert Humphrey and
_Sen. Birth Bayh.
Those candidates receiving at least 15
per cent of the primary vote next month
will in effect choose their allotted
delegates.
Kentucky will send 46 delegates to the
national convention — 35 chosen from
the seven congressional districts and 11
from the state at large.
Many of the 500 letters also contain
requests for at-large or alternate
delegate positions.
All the requests will be sent to the five
major Democratic candidates on
Kentucky's primary election ballot.
The candidates will select their district
and state delegates by June 6.
Kentucky Democrats won't go
through the mild trauma which
descended on state Republicans after
selection of their delegates to the
national convention.
The Democrats' process is almost
fool proof against complaints by party
followers about rigging of selections or
deliberate bias towards any
presidential candidates.
The difference is in procedures.
The GOP chose its 37 delegates
throtigh district conventions and the
state convention last Saturday, which
sparked protests that forces of Ronald
Reagan loaded the list for him.
But it all could be for naught because,
under state law, the May M primary--
the first presidential contest of its kind
in Kentucky — decides apportionment
of national delegates based on the vote
gathered by President Ford and
Reagan.
The patqcorne„ t, the extent it, will
reflect rank and file Republican Sen.;
timent, could be dissimilar to Reagan's.
heavy margin in contests where his
backers had early advantages in
'organization.
The Democrats' plans for the state
convention here June 14 hinge on the
primary next month and, theoretically,
allow no room for internal jockeying.
The state convention will choose the
new Central Executjve Committee, as
is required every. four years, but that
has no bearing on selection of national
delegates — nor will any national
delegates be chosen before the
r rimary.
Even in selection of delegates — who
under the primary are bound only on. ,-
the first ballot — there is a difference
between the parties in Kentucky.
A number of pro-Reagan Republicans
elected last week could find themselves
directed to vote for Ford on the first -
ballot because of the May 25 outcome.''
But, if there are more ballots, they
presumably will bolt back to Reagan.
On the other hand, the Democratic
delegates, personally picked by the
candidates, will tend to stay faithful to
them after the first ballot.
Bible Thought
And now abideth faith, hope,
love, these three; but the greatest of
these is love. 1 Corinthians 13:13.
Nowhere does the Bible say that
God is faith or that God is hope, ,.
but it does say that God is love.
Therefore, love must be the greatest!




The Youth Temperance Education
Week theme this year is "A New
Declaration of Independence for Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness."
This is Temperance Education time
when a great effort to get information
out is being made by youth, with a
purpose of helping others, find freedom
from enslavement of alcohol and other
drugs. We purpose to teach the
deceiving nature of drugs and the ef-
fects of even small amounts in matters
of safety and efficiency since one's
judgment and self-control are affected.
A potentially capable person can chop
off his achievements very: shortly by
the use of any of the drugs.
Judgment and self-control are needed
to tell us when we've had enough of
anything, hence children and youth can
see that abstinence is the best policy. It
is very important for the child to realize
it is not just the abuse of drugs that
causes trouble, but even with moderate
use he soon loses control and becomes
frustrated. Youth, by being total ab-
stainers, have a greater potential for
making positive contributions to our
community, state, and nation. Now is
the time to help youth realize that the
Scriptures say, "There is a way that
seemeth right unto man, but the end
there of are the ways of death." Prof.
14:12.
We do appreciate the support of our
4
Gov. Julian Carroll in signing tnti
proclamation that Youth Temperandef
Education Week be observed in Ken-•i
lucky April 25-May 1. We rejoice Nita
Tenn. and many other states over otirf
nation have joined this obserVance4,
Youth over the nation will observe thi
time with public programs, plays,;
films, panels, lectures and displays o4
posters in churches, in schools and ij'•
public halls, along with distribution 4
literature. ?. .
We do salute our youth in this ft/tel.;
work, and want to do all we can to helpt
youth in our area to avoid the hear-
taches of addictions and the emptiness:
of a godless life. Youth are rising up to,
oppose the demand for legalization or:
marijuana and the further lowering of
the drinking age. One youth said,:.
"Legalization or decriminalization ofi,
marijuana will, increase the problernsr.
in our school." Another said, "To relax
the laws on marijuana will make morg,
users and make it easier for pusher '
imany of whom are kids in our school, t
work. One New York lad summed it u
this way, ''If politicians want to help usg•
they should put tighter restrictions oif
drug use, liquor advertising, anut
tobacco 'come-on'." Christians, let 41
pray that the law enforcers protect our;
youth, our homes, and our great nati
and preserve freedom.
_ Sincerely.
Lorene Clayton, Hazel. Ky.
Let's Stay Well
Americans Eat Too Much
13!, F,IL Blasingarne
Mast kiffel trans eat too much
The most common form of
malnutrttion in the United States
is overnutntion
Admittedly, there are sortie
citaers who go hungry. arid their
needs require attention
However from a general health
standpoint. Mr overall nutri
tional problem is to e011FN t our
excess eating
For mast of us. overealmii
plies to all kinds of foals  fats,
starches and sugars, and even
proteins
The habot of filling out plates
with large helpings of various
fonds and then feeling obliged
not to waste anything is all too
common Most restaurants find
II more profitable to increase
charges and to serve large pot




In addition to three ".SCPaareC
a day. many of us snack between
meals and at bedtime. frequently
taking on numerous calories trt
"junk foods" such as candy.
cakes, all sorts of crisp chips. ice
cream, and soft drinks. To all
these goodies and appetirers, we
add alcoholic beverages, which
are now corisumed Stan all tone
high
Some authorities estimate that
half of our population is over
weight Obesity is rvcognord as
one of the risk factors in heart
disease. our No il killer
Most families kaste money on
more food than they actually
need for adecuate and proper
nutrition Not only is an excess of
calories purchased. but wise.
balanced nutrition is often
missed by an excess of sweets
starches, animal fats, and pre-
pared foods Careful selection
can save money and buy better
nutrition, includIng lean meats.
cottage cheese. fish (even in
canst vegelahles (fresh and ean•
neck and staple foods
Recent research has pooled
up the need to avoid overfeeding
infants and children Cluldhond
ohestty apparently increases the
number of fat cells The larger
nmher persists and makes it
more difficult in later life to keep
weight wlthin normal levels Fat
children tend to become fat
adults
11 is taw ice to gain through es
ems food intake and then to
follow with a "bout" of dieting
Maintain an approprtale weight
for your age and sex by weigh -
ing yourself daily litsuafly tri,the
moriong, and Mite:trig your
balanced diet /iv larger or
smaller tiortioris as neerled to
4:t ,,,ssir Weight
Q Mr S warts to kram how
I feel about his blood pressure
being takerr ty his pharmacist
between visits to his physician




nurses. and patients are:.
monitoring blood pressure I saw
a picture recently of young.
children in their clamroorn tak-
r each other's blood pressure
We need more understanding s
and wider concern about high
blood pressaze, which affects so -
many of us You should discuss:
this matter with your physician..
and I predict he will he pleased ,
MN 1.1. desires informa-
tion cm adult education for the
mentally retarded
suggest that you write to
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. Office
for Handicapped Individuals.
,t4iinginn T)(' 31201 If you
want t,, w-nte to a college al
reach in operation tor math per ‘,
sons eoritart Judith Stevens.
Night College Ihrector 213111 San •
Gabriel. Austin. Texas 767fil, or
call l512) 476-7507
4.
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We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
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A Southpaw bowfisherman strikes at the water narrowly missing a passing carp. The unidentifiedbowfisherman participated in last weekend's carp shoot held by the Hardin Bowhunters. Extremely bad weatherdrove several shooters home before checkout. Some 600 plus 
i
carp were cleaned out of Kentucky andBarkley Likes by the approximately one dozen shooters who stuck it out for the day.
'Twine and Rope Bowfisnng Requires A
, 
Fishing License
A lone bowfisherrnan was issued a citation last weekend
while claiming honest ignorance of the law on his part. He was
cited for not having a fishing license while shooting carp,
through he had just that morning purchased a hunting license
for that purpose. Never-the-less, the citation was issued.
The regulation governing bowfishing specifically states,
"All persons using the bow and arrow for fishing are required
to have an appropriate fishing license and may take rough fish
from either the bank or from a boat." It further states that
"There is no limit on the number of rough fishes" that can be
taken.
So a FISHING license is required for those bowfishing.












Look at what a gob of wormsll catch! Michael Holt
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Holt, Route 1, Almo, hauled in
this gangly eel one evening last week from Kentucky
Lake. It is the first eel catch by rod and reel that has




some bowfishermen is that a "twine and rope" must b• at-
tached to The bow and arrow, The -twine and rope" trick favors
those who depend on a braided fishing line and bow reel for
deeper water carp and gar shooting. The clause is very restric-
tive, however, to the shallow water shooter who favors the ad-
vantages of quick, multiple shots from one position while using
regular fishing arrows with a short line with float attached to
the end of the line.
The bottom line is better get a fishing license and rig up a tin
can, bow reel or mount a fishing reel on your bow to attach the
"twine and rope" from your bow to your arrow.
Good luck and . . good luck
Boss Tournament Scheduled For Port Pfizer Point
Butch Greer Outdoor Editor
Statewide Rowfishing Tournament
Draws Near
A statewide bowfishing tournament will be held in the Land
Between The Lakes May 7-9. The tournament is sponsored by
the Balcolcy ( Ballard County Kentucky I Bowhunters, the Jen-
ny Ridge Bowhunters Society of Western Kentucky and TVA-
Landlietweesatig,Lakes.
Check in time will begin at 8:00 a. m. Friday, May 7 at Camp
Energy and will continue throughout the weekend.
Registration fee is $3.00 per person or $3.50 for those wishing to
camp overnight.
All fish brought to the check out station at Camp Energy will
be scored by length only. Trophies will be awarded in all
classes for first, second and third place Carp winners and first,
second and third place Gar winners. Buffalo and Catfish are
under the Carp division.
The three shooting classes will be OPEN Class for the
general public. KENTUCKY BOWHUNTER ASSOCIATION
Class for KBA members only and a SPECIAL WOMENS Class.
Last years Carporee gathered some 200 bowfishermen from
around the state. The longest gar checked in measured around
40 inches while the longest carp of that weekend measured in
at 35 and three-quarter inches long.
Harold Phillips and Robert Moody look over a mess of 58
craPpie they hauled into their boat recently down at the lake.
The stringer weighed in at 58 pounds - a nice pound average
for fish on a stringer.
•
Photo Courtesy Murray Bait Co
Bass fishing Joins The Service
Now an individual can join
the service of his choice and
still fish for his nations'
favorite species - the Bass!
A member of the active
service, retired, reserve or
national guard can become a
part of our fast growing
organization.
Association President
Joseph H. (Uncle Joe)
McDaniel recently announced
at their sports show news
conference, the formation of
an organization dedicated to
the military bassin' man.
McDaniel went on to state:
-Too long now we bassmen
have been underdogs to the
service - wide sponsored
sports teams. Now is the time
to unite and provide a sport in
which every person on an
installation can participate,
namely organized bassin'.
Everyone knows the ex-
citement of a close football
game, but only a few know of
the keen competition and
excitement of a bass tour-
nament.
Bass clubbing has come a
long way in the past few years.
Dedicated bassmen have
joined together in a common
cause to promote the sport and
in return have learned a heck
of a lot. It's an absolute fact
that your success and
knowledge in fishing can be
improved immensely through
association and participation
with a group of individuals
who share the same common
love of bassin'. You can
benefit from the knowledge of
each club member and, as a
\.group, make your voice heard
in the badly needed programs
of clean waters, conservation
and preservation of our most
sought after species of fish -
the Bass.
A program has been
structured to fit the needs and
requirements of all military
anglers. For an annual
membership fee of $12.00, the
association will provide: -a
flexible, tailored program for
individuals or clubs to affiliate
with a national organization,
assistance in organizing
military clubs, membership
transfer rights upon PGS,
films for club meetings,
seminar programs for clubs
and fund raising events, year
subscription to the American--
Bass Fisherman Magazine for
each member, membership
and, distinctive jacket patch
and boat decals, tournament
circuit based upon a 100 per
cent payout to the competition
where all Army - Navy - Air
Force - Marine Corps teams
will vie for national honors
and prestige, a national board
of advisors elected from our
membership to formulate the
1977 tournament scehdule,
payout and regulations,
publication of news and
photographs from Military
Bass Anglers Association
members and club activities."
Uncle Joe went on to say,
that The 1976 tournament will
be held Aug. 1-6, at Port Prizer
Point Boat Dock, Lake
Barkley, Ky. Entry fee for this
first tournament will be $50.
Election of the board of ad-
visors and many other
festivities have been planned.
"Many fine people in the
civilian fishing world have
helped us launch this
organization, but most of all,
former Marine Corps Capt.,
George Oates, Pres. of the
American Bass Fisherman,
heard and recognized our plea
for unity. Gentlemen, you now
have an organized Military
Bass Anglers Association. God
bless you and good bassin!"
Membership and tour-
nament information can be
obtained by writing: Military
Bass Anglers Association,
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Should this particular writer
live to be one hundred and
fifty years old the past
weekend will be strongly'
rerrienibered.
To tgin with, with some
four hundred acres of corn
planted into the rather dry
ground I was becoming some
—what nervous -as to-the. fate of
the several dollars invested in
seed, chemicals, and fertilizer
laying out there. And I was not
by myself.
1 Four Wheeling
had the house on its back and
was tugging the Red Runt
behind. We had enough gear
due to the thoughtful planning
of the wife to have lasted
General Mac Arthur thrthigh
at least World War V.
The wife and the two sons
rode in the camper leaving me
alone-in the-traek eat). to tend
to the chore of driving us over.
This mainly consisted of
listening to the gasoline flow
through the four barrel car-
By Hemp Brooks
At one time these two
creatures had walked around
in a two hundred pound plus
state until they walked into the
hands of Rob and Billy Erwin
which brought about their
journey to LBI. and beyond.
Eddie and LaJeanna
Chapman arrived later and
Dale -and Jennifer Spencer
along with Sharon Tecken-
brock and the wife and I
assisted them in erecting their
tent. Everything was nurn-
campsite with a two hundred
square foot truck camper. We
did finally get one "hoof" up
on a small stump which helped
to level it.
This whole newspaper could
scarce contain the events that
transpired "Big Bear"
Tat lock managed to ignite the
wrong place on some sort of
heater which promptly went
bang and Fast Eddie Huie and
Meaty Gardner got jealous
and performed much the same
trick with their gas lanterns.
Some of the four wheelers are
pretty good fishermen and
some are..,.. well one almost_
blushed when' he pulled forty
pounds of carp out of his box.
Strange that so many should
be looking on at five thirty a.
m. - eh, Dan.
The blindfolded Jeep drive
was hilarious to say the least.
In this event the driver gets
"Do it in the dirt"
Upper left - Twin Lakes Four Wheelers president Sonny
Hooks accepts a gift of a "snatchem strap" from Dwight
Cross, president of the 4 High Club of Anderson, Indiana,
Upper Right - Daryl Cain, Barry Cain and old "whats his
name" enjoy a quiet evening conversation. Lower Right -
Members of the two clubs "get after the pig!"
Trying to leave no stone
unturned •J had already
inquired into the preacher's
behaviour, asked the song
leader to sing "Showers of
Blessing" at least once at each
service, and given the "Red
Runt" (family Jeep) its semi-
annual bath. In addition the
wife had washed the car and I
had washed the camper and
the truck. Normally, all of this
in one week should generate at
least thirty-seven inches of
rain fall. Alas, still no rain.
After dousing the tobacco
plant beds with about a
thousand gallons of water to
insure their survival last
Thursday we departed Friday
on the first campout of the
season. Things were begin-
ning to look rather bleak. We
were so confident of the
coming drought we even
neglected to carry along the
doors for the Jeep. As I sit
here tonight with one hand on
the typewriter and the other
on a glass of AlkaSeltzer plus
sitting amidst the cures for the
common cold I am extremely
thankful we did take the Jeep
top. After all, Clarks River
could have overcome the
courthouse.
The temperature was a
rather sultry eighty plus
degrees when we departed
Friday for the four wheeler
campout at Lake Energy in
the Land Between the Lakes.
The Red Mule (Jeep truck)
buretor ire sound strangely
reminiscent of Niagara
Falls), mashing on the brakes
occasionally (which had about
as much effect as throwing a
nate of straw in front of an
Illinois Central locomotive),
and trying to figure out the
weird noises coming over the
CB radio. How was I to know
that Joan Gardner was trying
to talk through one half of a
half wave antenna. The
temperature gauge nudged
the red mark occasionlly
trying to tell me that the
radiator was a gallon and a
half low on coolant which I
discovered about a week later.
I didn't worry much about
the "smokies." If you take any
normal four thousand pound
pickup truck, put on a four
thousand pound load reaching
up over ten feet high, and hook
on another four thousand
pound load behind, you are not
going to worry much about the
"smokes" either.
Arriving at Camp Energy
about noon everything ap-
peared to be in the making for
a real camping trip, four
wheeler style. The afternoon
was a flurry of activity as
everybody went about setting
up camp. The "world's largest
rotizzerizer" arrived and was
set in palce. Soon afterward
the two "Saturday night
speCials were delivered and
installed. Those were HOGs -




The cold snap and chilling
rains somewhat dampened the
spirits of many would-be
fishermen, but the diehards
stayed and caught some un-
believable stringers of crappie
last weekend.
Old papermouth can be
caught in the shallows or on
the ledges. Slab crappie of two
pounds or more have moved to
the banks and can easily be
caught in stick-ups or off
rocky points. Or they can be
bored one, two, and three and
it was supposed to be so
simple that anybody with one
eye and half sense could set it
up in ten minutes or less.
There were only ninety-eleven
pieces minus one, which was
the instructions.
Ever since I assembled a
tricycle one Christmas that
ran backwards I have been
somewhat leery of something
this complicated. That came
from Sears as I best recall and
this tent had Ted Williams
very plainly stamped on it. If
you can imagine Mrs. Gore
and her bunch in kindergarten
wading into a flinty-seven
dollar set of Tinker toys you
will have an ideal of the
situation which soon
developed. Believe you me,
had any of us been managing
the Red Sox Ted Williams
would have rotted in the minor
leagues. One hour and
seventeen minutes later the
tent stood - a monument to
four wheeler perseverance.
Everything went real well -
the way all camping trips do.
Our campsite was one hun-
dred twenty seven feet and
eight inches from the nearest
electric outlet. We just had
one hundred and twenty feet of
drop cord. The Red Mule
steadfastly defied all efforts to
get the house on its back level.
There are only so many
positions that you can get into
in a three hundred square feet
blindfolded and the passenger
gives them directions. Sonny
Hooks almost drove off in the
lake under the expert
guidance of Junior Pittman.
Ann Brooks won the powdsw
puff with copilot Sherry
Pittman. Louie Williams was
the winner in the man's event.
In the egg throwing contest
the two most "distingushed"
LOSERS were Shelia Cain and
Becky Nance. The winner was
Terry Tatlock.
Joining in for most of the
campout were the four wheel
drive club from Anderson,
Indiana which is located on
the far side of Indianapolis.
They arrived at 3:30 a. m.
after driving all night Friday.
There were fifteen four wheel
drive rig with some forty
four wheelers aboard from
Anderson.
Saturday was the scene of
some fine four wheeling in the
midst of all the rain. Even
Saturday night at midnight
during the midst of a rain-
storm, four wheeling was in
progress.
Barry Cain has learned a
new way to sleep in'ai Jeep
truck - one fellow after
hearing of the delicacy of'
buffalo tongue and the like
was persuaded to chew for
over ten ,ninutes on a pigs tail
- one athletic type wearing
Peterbilt cap fell air Over a
slick bank trying to put the
boys to bed - two fellows were
caught by fishing the drop-offs
at depths from nine to fifteen
feet. Minnows and jigs still
prove to be the best baits for
catching crappie.
++4-
Last weekend Joe Tom
Erwin, Gil Gilbert, Danny
Roberts, and I went crappie
fishing on Barkley Lake. We
fished the ledges in Little
River and caught over 150
fish.
Gil and Danny shot some
color film of the trip. It will be
shown statewide on K ET
Channel 21 on May 7 at 9
o'clock, our time. The film will
A good shot of a spider rig for ledge fishing in the twin lakes. Danny Roberts, left, in-
tently watches his poles while Ken Dean shows a just-caught crappie.
Photo by foe Torn Erwin
be narrated by Joe Tom,
Danny, and me. Gil aryl
Danny will do the film editim;
and other technical work in
putting the 30 minute program
together.
In it viewers will see some
crappie fishing done Western
Kentucky style. There will be
some great shots which show
specific techniques for fishing
the ledges with a spider rig.
+ +
Bass fishing is fair to good. 
Somegood fish have been
taken from tree tops and
rocky points with crank baits




improving over channel bank
dropoffs, black bass fair and
improving on spinner baits
along rocky banks and rip raP,
clear, rising slowly, one foot
below purnmer pool and 62.
Kentucky—Crappie fair to
good drifting and still fishing
dropoffs, black bass fair to
good on medium runners
along shallow banks, one
foot below summer pool and
56.
'!ieard to be inquiring about the
windshield wipers on the other
Side of a CJ5 windshield - the
hugh black pot of beans after
much heat and one hundred
and twenty-seven stirring
turned into homemade soup -
one fellow broke down and
greased the bearings on
trailer axle after eight years
of hard use prior to the
awing trip. The 1908
Maxwell bearing disin-
tegrated before he got home.
One brand new Dodge
Powerwagon underwent a
shampoo and shave job at
Turkey Creak and a Scout fell
victim to Murphy's law
ranythign that can break
WILL). Another fell period -
Into a gully six feet deep. A
certain 'Chevrolet pickup had
difficulty moving a tiny
camper up a gravel road iHi
two wheel drive) and the
friendly ants, bugs and ticks
were there too along with the
rain.
It WAS a great weekend and
when you go camping with a
bunch of fourwheelers, even in
the most miserable of cam-
ping conditions, the fun never
stops. Ask the Leslies, the
Huies, the Chaprnans, the
Hooks, the Tatlocks, the
Williams, the Spencers, the
Teckenbrocks, the Galloways,
.the PasthallE, the Names, the
Pittnians, the Cains, the
Gardners, the Pittmans, and
the Brooks. HAPPY FOUR
Former Murray resident, Mike Wright, who lawn resides iii
Waverly, Tennessee made a special trip back to this end of
the woods for a turkey during the Land Between The Lakes
turkey hunt recently. Mike was successful in his hunt
calling this gobbler up to within seventeen steps.
A LIMIT Of SLABS — Ben Trevathan of Murray shows
two select slabs from a limit of crappie he caught on
lake Barkley last week. Ben has made several successful
trips to the lakes this year.
baits should get really hot in
about two weeks when the
lakes reach summer pool
stage. They are still about a
Photo Courtesy of Murray Bait
foot from normal summer
stage of 359 feet.
Good luck and good fishing.
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.
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Wash sl°° Hot Wax
With Fill-up s 1"
Free Vacuum
with Purchase
1102 Chastest Murray, Ky.
Taylor Motors




by the famed+ Bosh el Keller Boot end receive your fen choice of 55.95retail fish fillet knee*, S oeir of socks sr 55.115 tette
Olympic Plaza
BUCKS BODY SHOP







Located W Railroad Avenue 753-1933





































Choose from a selected group of dresses!
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SUPERMAX STYLING DRYER
['he most complete hair styling system around. Featuring 5
separate attachments. Makes curls, dries hair smoothly and
adds shape and body. 650-watts of power to dry hair fast. 6
foot cord






Decorate your home. . .
A novelty in Itself perfect ar,,d;-,4-. 3


























Great Mother's Day Gift
4 -?":"7— "-errr-ff- r-Mr
Hand-crafted hardwood frame of
seasoned oak Carefully ?Me
together to last Springs ar
fispribte, yet strong Soft cotton
and foam padding for extra com-
fort Chair swivels and rodks
Reg. 79.00
Hassocks
Give One To Mom!
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Thurmond Fans 17 As Tigers
Beat Camden 6-2 In Tourney
On a clear day, you can see
forever. And even on a day
that isn't so. clear, you can
sometimes see smoke from
far away.
If you happened to be
standing out in the yard
Friday afternoon and looked
toward the south and saw
smoke, you probably thought
it was the fish cooking at the
World's Biggest Fish Fry in
Paris, Tn.
.Nope. ,It wasn't the fish
cooking. The smoke -came
from the right arm of Murray
High fireball righthander
Tony Thurmond. And behind
his unbelievable pitching, the
Tigers hooked Camden 6-2 to
advance to the championship
game of the Fish Fry Baseball
Tournament.
How hard did Tony Thur-
mond throw? He threw so
hard the home plate umpire
almost had to use closed
circuit television to call the
balls and strikes:
Ready for this one? Thur-
mond struck out 12 men for the
first /I outs of the same.
Thurmond fanned four men in
the third inning as catcher
Mickey McCuiston let a third
strike whiz by to allow a
Camden runner tai reach base.
Thurmond finished with 17
strikeouts and did not walk a
single batter. He did,
however, hit one batter and
rumors are, instead of playing
in the consolation game today,
he'll be peddling fish at the
games.
Camden's first two men
fanned in the second then
Camden somehow managed to
get the bat on the ball twice in
a row for a single and an RBI
double.
Murray tied the game in the
home half of the fourth as
Tony Bayless walked, reached
second when Thurmond
reached on a fielder's choice
and scored on a single by
McCuiston.
Then in the fifth, the Tigers
scored four times to put the
game in the win column.
With one out, Bo McDougal
reached on an error and Sims.
went in to run. Lindsey
Hudspeth reached on a walit
and after two' were
Thurmond singled in two runs.
Jeff Oakley followed with a'
Nets Head Into Championship
Against Denver Nuggets Tonight
DENVER (AP) — New
York Coach Kevin Loughery
has his strategy set as his Nets
head into the American
Basketball Association
championship series against
the Denver Nuggets tonight,
but he freely admits it's
nothing earth-shattering.
Loughery is instructing the
Nets, led by three-time Most
Valuable Player Julius
Erving, to keep the tempo
slow and try to foil the Denver
fast break.
"No one can run with
Denver," he said. "We won't
try, unless it gets away from
us."
Loughery's Nets lost nine of
14 games between the two
clubs during the regular
season, but that doesn't worry
him either. "By doing a lot of
different things we had an
opportunity to find out how to
play this club. Offensively it
takes care of itself, and I think
the last three or four games
we found the answer.
"We feel we have the way to
beat Denver: YoU have to
control the tempo. That's no
secret."
Denver's answer to Erving,
at least as far as excitement
on the court, is rookie David
Thompson. Loughery says the
two are the most exciting
players in the league.
Thompson's coach, Larry
Brown, notes, "David has a
history of playing well in big
games."
Thompson saved his best for
the last game of the semifinal
series with Kentucky, leading
the Nuggets with 40 points as
they triumphed 133-110. The
Nets made it to the finals with
a seventh-game victory over
Jackson Reports To Orioles
After Four-Week Long Holdout
By LARRY SIDDONS
BALTIMORE ( AP)
Reggie Jackson has arrived,
toting 21 suites and an
apparent determinination to
make Baltimore his last stop
as a major league slugger.
"I'm not here to be a
detriment," the superstar
outfielder said Friday as he
ended a four-week holdout and
reported to the Orioles. "I
came here to stay here, to play
baseball, to get into post
season play and the classic
series in the fall."
At the same time, however,
the power-hitting outfielder
admitted that his holdout had
not aided the Orioles, a team
he says he wants to lead back
to a World Series cham-
pionship.
"It didn't help the team," he
said. "I held out for the bet-
terment of my life in the
future. This is a sport that I
love, but it's not a game for
me. It's a business."
The Orioles obtained
Jackson in a six-player deal
with the Oakland A's April 2,
but Jackson balked at
reporting to the East Coast
club and remained in Arizona.
He still hasn't signed a 1976
contract, but Jackson is
believed to have agreed to
play this season for around
$200,000 while continuing to
negotiate a long-term pact
with Baltimore.
Jackson didn't want to talk
about the negotiations when
he arrived here about 2',2
hours before the Orioles
played his former Oakland
teammates.
He did, however, say he and
Orioles' General Manager
Hank Peters were "very
close" to an agreement on a
multi-year contract, and that
he was hoping to end his
career with the Orioles.
"I don't want to stand_ in.
their way if they believe they
can better themselvt by
sending me somewheg else,"
he said. "But I'm not just
going to play this year while
negotiating with another
team.
"I believe a contract can be
worked out. I don't want to
drive around in a pickup truck
and see who throws in the
most $100 bills."
Asked what made him
decide to end the holdout,
Jackson replied: "Money was
involved, but it wasn't the
main issue. Money's not the
bottom line. The bottom line
for me is honesty and con-
sistency. It took me three
weeks to learn Hank Peters is
an honest, consistant man. I















Hours: 6 a.m.-9 p.m.
Phone 474-8854
Hwy. 68 EL 80
Arizona at Baltimore-
Washington International
Airport and checked into a
posh Baltimore hotel, lugging




He suited up and sat on the
Orioles' bench 'as they lost 11-1
to Oakland, then went through
an hour of batting practice
with Coach Jim Frey throwi4
and stadium attendants
shagging the hits.
the San-Antonio Spurs in their
semifinal series.
Thompson may be new to
the playoffs, but Brown isn't.
And Brown is hoping that this
year he won't again be a
bridesmaid.
Selected three times the top
coach in the ABA, he has led
his teams into the playoffs
three times. But each time he
has failed to win a cham-
pionship.
In 1973, the Brown-led
Carolina Cougars fell in the
finals to Kentucky. The
following year they were
routed by the Colonels in the
first round. Last year, Brown
had moved to Denver, but it
was the same story, as the
Nuggets fell to the Indiana
Pacers in the semifinals.
"I feel more comfortable
about these playoffs than any
others I've been involved
with," Brown said.
One of the things the
Nuggets do exceptionally well
is play at home, where they
have won 79 games and lost




phenomenal success in their
home town, is also looking
forward to a possible seventh
game, which would be played
in Denver.
single to make it 4-1 and
McCuiston reached on an
error, giving the Tigers a 5-1
lead.
Both teams added single
the sixth.
'game, host
Htaelliniery Countyst• hine  won a 5-2 game
over Martin Westview.
The championship game
between the Tigers and
Patriots will begin at 3 p.m.
today with Joe Graves getting
the mound assignment for the
eth
rs.
eweather does not allow-If 
the contest to be played today,
































The Fulton County golf team
defeated the Calloway County
Lakers by a score of 176-183
Thursday afternoon at the
Fulton County Golf Course.
For the Lakers, Kevin
D'Angelo shot a fine 39. The
greens affected most of the
players as they were hard and
unpredictable.
Anthony Fike fired a 47 as
did Tommy Fike while Bobby
Fike had a 50, Joe Janecek 52
and Greg Story 52 to complete
the Laker scoring.
For Fulton County, Homra
had a 42, Graves 52, Peterson
44, Miller 50, Nelson 46 and
Ha gain 45.
The Lakers will play
Mayfield Tuesday at the
Mayfield Golf and Country
Club. This will be the last
match of the season before the
Region Tournament, which
will be held at Mayfield on
May 10.
Bench Homers Lead Reds To
7-2 Victory Over Montreal
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
A basic golf lesson helped
Johnny Bench turn Riverfront
Stadium into his personal
driving range.
"It's just like golf — if I
don't stay still with the head, I
don't hit," Bench said Friday
night after teeing off on
Montreal pitching for two
home runs.
The cannon shots. Bench's
third and fourth homers of the
year, led the Cincinnati Reds
to a 7-2 victory over the Expos
and boosted the catcher's
April production to 16 RBI —
second best in his career for
baseball's opening month.
"Because of my shoulder
operation (over the winter),
I've developed a bad habit of
pulling off the ball," said
Bench, "so my golf game has
helped me. I feel like things
have been going good all
week."
The fairway-long drives off
Montreal's Dan Wathen
reaffirmed Expo Manager
Karl Kuehl's faith in Bench
Power.
Bench's three RBI provided
the winning runs for Gary






















for the fifth straight time. The
Cincinnati right-hander
helped his cause by driving in
a run with a single while
blanking the Expos for seven
innings. He gave up three hits
in the first three innings, then
retired 13 men in a row before
Tim Foli singled in the eighth
and Ellis Valentine crashed a
two-run home run.
Nolan, who gave way to
Rowley Eastwick in the ninth,
has not lost to the Expos since
September 2, 1972. Warthen, 0-
2, was the loser.
Mets 3, Astro, 1
Jon Matlack scattered
seven hits and Del Unser
drove in two runs to lead New
York to its seventh straight
victory. Matlack, 3-0, struck
out four Houston batters and
walked two. Joe Niekro, 1-4,
took the loss.
Dodgers 4, Cards 1
Rick Rhoden fired a six
hitter and Los Angeles
collected 12 hits in beating St.
Louis for its seventh straight
victory. Former Cardinal Ted
Sizemore had three of the
Dodgers' hits and drove in a
run.
Pirates 4, Padres 3
Jim Rooker and Ramon
Hernandez held San Diego to
five hits before Bob Moose
snuffed out a ninth-inning
rally as Pittsburgh nipped the
Padres.
Cubs 5, Giants 2
Bill Madlock belted a pair of
doubles and a single and
Manny Trillo and Jose Car-
denal each knocked in two
runs to pace Chicago past San
-Francisco. Rick Reuschel, 1-1,
scattered seven hits and
survived some eatly trouble in
pitching Chicago's first
complete game of the year.
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SPIRTS
Honest Pleasure, Bold Forbes




Honest Pleasure, winner of
nine straight races, and Bold
Forbes, the Wood Memorial
winner, were expected to go to
the front at the start of today's
8216,700 KentucIty Derby and
battle to the wire before
more than 100,000 fans at
Churchill Downs.
There was a good chance of
rain for the 102nd running of
the 11-4-mile event which has
drawn a field of nine 3-year-
old colts. Post time was set for
5:40 p.m., EDT.
"It's not a match race,"
said Leroy Jolley, who trains
Honest Pleasure for owner
Bert Firestone. "In a match
race, the only thing you have
behind you are the tractors
unless the pony boy gets into
the act."
"Bold Forbes can have as
many lengths as he wants in
the first part—they pay off on
the last part of the race. I'm
satisfied with him. He's a
fresh horse coming into this
race and that's what I wan-
ted."
Braulio Baeza had the
mount on Honest Pleasure,
who was coming off stakes
triumphs in the Flamingo,
Florida Derby and Blue
Grass.
Angel Cordero rode Bold
Forbes, owned by Puerto
Rico's E. Rodriguez Tizol.
Trainer Laz Barrera said of
his colt, "Bold Forbes has
enough speed that, if he
breaks good, he'll be on the
lead. If that other horse
(Honest Pleasure ) wants the
lead, he's going to have to go
on."
In pre-Derby mutual
wagering held Friday, Honest
Pleasure's odds dropped from
an early line of 3-5 to 1-2. Bold
Forbes went from 9-5 to 7-2 as





Derby winner, remained the
third pick with his odds
dropping from 12-1 to 10-1.
John Lively had the mount.
The remainder of the field,
with jockeys and new odds:
Elmendorf Farm's Play The
Red, Jorge Velasquez, 12-1;
Balmak Stable's On The Sly,





Jarrel's Inca Roca, Will
Nemeti, 45-1, and Sared
Stable's Bidson, Don
MacBerth, 50-1.
All were to carry 12 pounds.
The winning purse was to be
$165,200 with second place
worth $30,000, $15,000 for third
and $7,500 to fourth.
The trio of Firestone, Jolley
and Baeza was seeking to
complete a big double. On
Friday, Optimistic Gal
romped -to victory - An the.
Kentucky Oaks, which had its
102nd running for 3-year-old
fillies.
Baeza, who arrived here
late Thursday night, has had
differences with Jolley, who
objected to the way the jockey
rode Honest Pleasure to
victory in the Blue Grass. -
"I hear everything he tells
me," the veteran jockey said
of Jolley's remark that Baeza
doesn't always follow in-
structions.
"But I d6 not always do it. I
am the man on the horse. I
must adjust to what develops
in the race. He (Jolley)
thought I should have made
the horse run faster. I didn't
want to take too much out of
him."
The first $100,000 thorough-
bred race of 1976 was won by
George Navonod. The four-
year-old won the $121,900 Strub
Stakes at Santa Anita, Feb. 8.
SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription ond
Sundry Needs






Our business is serving you. supplying you with the elec-
tricity you need to do your work and make your life comfort-
able.
But in the past few years the cost of serving you has risen
sharply. Inflation hit us, too. Coal prices have driven up the
cost of TVA generated power. The cost of materials, labor,
everything we use to deliver your electricity has increased.
So the next time you get your electric bill, remember that
the reason you're paying more is that we're paying more. And
we don't like it any more than you do.
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Jimmy Young Thought




tfiallenger Jimmy Young said
he really thought he had taken
the heavyweight , cham-
pionship away from
Muhammad Ali. Many of the
spectators thought so, also.
Young, a 27-year-old
Philadelphian, figured to be
just another bout for All, who
proudly proclaimed during the
two weeks before the fight he
would beat him easily in
keeping his schedule of a
match per month.
Young, however, surprised
the overweight Ali. The
champion had to go the full 15
rounds of their title fight
Friday night before.narrowly
retaining his crown with a
unanimous but controversial
decision.
"I really thought y'all had a
new heavyweight champion,"
said Young, who didn't appear
outwardly downheartened by
the loss. really thought I
won the fight.
•'I had told everyone the last
five rounds *mild decide
he said. "After the tenth
round, I thought I would pull it
out.
"I was never hurt, although
I was dazed early in about the
sixth round when he hit me
with a solid shot. But I was
hurt more in the gym than I
was tonight. I'm not marked
up," said Young.
All, who came into the fight
at the heaviest weight in his
career, 230, admitted af-
terwards that "I un-
derestimated Jimmy Young. I
didn't know that Jimmy
Young was as awkward and as
hard to hit as he was. He's
fast. I took him too lightly.
"I was too heavy, eating ice
cream and stuff," he said. "I
almost sloughed it up and lost
the fight."
All said "the way Young
was fighting tonight he would
have beaten Ken Norton,
George Foreman and Joe
Frazier. He hits awfully hard.
My- people said he couldn't hit,
but he could."
All said, however, that he
thought he had won the fight
because "I was the most
aggressive."
All also said Young hurt his
cause several times because
he kept ducking through the
ropes. "They counted that as a
knockdown so that hurt him."
The challenger said the
ducking through the ropes was
part of his strategy "to keep
the pressure off me. I had a
few tricks, I even used the
rope-adope."
Young said he believed he
should have a return fight. All
agreed, as did Don King, who'
promoted the bout here.
-The man is good and y'all
know it," said All as he sat
next to Young. "I predict he is
the next champion of the
world as soon as I retire."
All Slips By Suprising Challenger 
Jimmy Young To Retain Championship
Oakland A's Crush Orioles
On Strength Of Mike Torres
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Mike Torrez came home to
Baltimore Friday night and
found the Orioles to be
congenial hosts. In fact,
Torrez almost continued
straight on to the Baseball





The Murray High tennis
team kept its perfect season
going Friday by winning 7-0
over St. Mary in -a match
played at Noble Park in
Paducah.
Five singles matches were
played and two doubles
matches since the vikings had
only five players.
In the number one singles,
Mel Purchell won an easy 8-0
match over Matt Hannan
while at number two, Kim
Trevathan won 8-4 over
Marcus Cooper.
At the number three spot
Brad Boone defeated Mike
Noonan 8-3, at number four
Kevin Ray won 8-0 over David
Langston and in the fifth
singles spot, Mark Homra
defeated Craig Bradley 8-1.
In the number one doubles,
Purcell-Trevathan defeated
Hannan-Cooper 8-0 while at
the number two spot, Ray-
Boone defeated Noonan-
Langston 8-1.
The win gives the Tigers a 4-
0 record. Murray will play
again next Friday at Caldwell
County.
Ferguson Jenkins, however,
was welcomed rudely on his
return to Texas.
Torrez, 20-9 in his only year
in Baltimore, pitched 5 2-3 no-
hit innings and finished with a
two-hitter as the Oakland A's
erushed the Orioles 11-1.
Meanwhile, the Rangers
tattooed Jenkins for nine hits
and five runs in 6 1-3 innings,
then held on for a 6-5 triumph
over the Boston Red Sox and
the hurler who wcri 42 games
in a Texas unifori.i 'he last
two seasons.
Torrez' no-hit bid was
spoiled when Al Bumbry
slashed a hopping single off
shortstop Bert Campaneris'
glove with two out in the sixth
inning.
"When - I saw it hit off
Campy's glove I just closed
my eyes and thought, 'There it
goes.' Still, this was by far my
best game this year and it
gave me a lot of satisfaction to
be able to pitch that way, "
Torrez said.
The A's scored their first
four runs off Jim Palmer and
wrapped it up with seven in
the ninth, two on a homer by
Sal Bando.
Rangers 6, Red Sox 5
The big blows off Jenkins
were Tom Grieve's solo homer
and John Ellis' three-run
double. The Rangers built a 6-
0 lead behind Jim Umbarger
and then withstood a four-run
Boston rally in the ninth.
Yankees 5, Royals 3
Fred Stanley and Mickey
Rivers belted consecutive
triples and Thurman Munson
slugged a two-run homer as
the Yankees rallied for three
runs in the fifth inning. That
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Hunter his second victory in
five decisions on a six-hitter.
Indians 5, Angels 2
George Hendrick blasted a
three-run homer off reliever
Dick Drago in the bottom of
the ninth after Buddy Bell
doubled and Rico Carty, at-
tempting to sacrifice, beat out
a bunt. Jim Kern picked up the
victory with 3 2-3 innings of
scoreless relief. Bobby Bonds
homered for the Angels.
White Sox 8, Tigers 4
Jorge Orta's home run
tri4gered a three-run fourth
inning and Terry Forster
notched his first pitching
triumph with help from Dave
Hamilton. The White Sox, who
broke a five-game losing
streak,. piled up an 5-0_ lean
before Detroit scored in the
seventh.
LANDOVER, Md. 1AP) —
Jimmy Young, virtually
ignored by Muhammad Ali
during the final week of
training for their heavyweight
title ,bout, finally caught the
champ's attention.
Ducking under many
punches and hitting just as
hard as All, Young fought the
longest and best bout of an
undistinguished career Friday
night before losing a
unanimous decision which
added little or nothing to Al's
stature.
- howev.er...adti 61.0
million to Al's always-
enlarging bank account.
Young made just 875,000, but
still enjoyed his best payday
ever.
"I underestimated Jimmy
Young," Ali admitted. "I
didn't know he was so awk-
ward and hard to hit. I took
him too lightly. I almost lost
the fight."
Angelo _. Dundee, All's
veteran trainer, went much
further in analyzing the
champion's lacklustre effort
in the first heavyweight
championship bout in the
Washington, D.C., area since
1941.
"It was probably the worst
fight of his career," Dundee
said. "He's had better nights,
and I hope he never has any
worse ones. But I'm glad he
got this out of the way, so he
can be better in Munich."
The reference was to Ali's
next title defense in Germany
on May 25 against European
champion Richard Dunn.
The Dunn bout and an
expected fall match against
Ken Norton, one of two boxers
to best Al, in 53 career bouts,
was very much on the
champion's mind as he
trained for Young.
Overweight as well as
overconfident, All learned
that Young is a much better
lighter than when they op-
posed each other in three 1973
exhibitions.
Judge Larry Barrett gave
A4 the edge by only 70-68.
judge Terry rnoore gave the
champion the edge 71-64, and
referee Tom Kelly called it 77-
65. The Associated Press saw
it for Young, 69-66.
After the bout before 12,472
fans in Capital Centre, Young
told a noisy news conference
attended by many fans and
other outsiders gathered in the
arena delivery runway that he
Is Cordoba
successful because of
its looks and luxury?
YES!
Despite its surprising affordability,
Cordoba offers many luxuries stan-
dard As for the
looks, they speak
for themselves
thought he had won.
-I really thought y'all had a
new heavyweight champion,"
ht'the 27-year-old from 
Young said he thought  
Philadelphia. "
deserved a rematch, areally suggestion seconded by boththought I had won."
Ali and promoter bdon King.
But with All's pz ujecttti
schedule for the rest of the










Cordoba s base sticker price is
only $5,392, excluding state and
local taxes and destination charges
And that s thousands less than
Thunderbird and Riviera'






success one of the
reasons for its out -
standing resale value?
YES!
According to Automotive Market
Reports, of all intermediate
personal-size luxury cars, a one-
year-old Cordoba returns the great-
est percentage of investment
based on original sticker price In
other words, Cordoba has the
highest resale value in its class!
SEE THE MEN
WHO SAY YESI
Come see the new lead burn engine. It burns regular





Jim Fain Motors Inc. 810 Sycamore StMurray, Ky.753-0632
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be submitted by 12









of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.









contact Sheriffs office in
Murray or Mayfield, Ky.
PEANUTS
/HE'? CA'

































kll sizes, shapes and
-olors. Your choice












all of you for helping




3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 so ft
of rental space 'violable at
Ind NMI ropier Streets
Western )ark Tobacco
Packing Corp . Murray
Ky, Phone 753-3342
Strr I'M GONNA FORGIVE
40U! L104.1 ANNA KNOW










5 Lost And Found
LOST TWO BEAGLE
PUPPIES. If found call
Toy Morris, Route 3,
Murray. Phone 474-2394.
6 Help Wanted





- South 12th, Murray. Ky.











Cleanup man. Apply at
121 Auto Sales Almo
Heights. No phone calls
please.
APPLY IN PERSON, at

















TH' PLARFOSC 0' ANY GALS VISIT ANN-
WHAR IS TO FIND A HUSBAND, AND Dcw- LET










R. N. PART-TIME. A
growing aggressive
rehabilitation firm
seeks an R. N. with
ability to think and act
independantly in a team
effort. Limited travel,
good hourly pay plux
expenses. Send resume
and phone number to
Box 32E, Murray.'
NEED A BABY SITTER
from 4 till 9:00 at night.
Call 753-4590 or 1-901-247-
5304.
8. Storage Buildings





































STUFF HIM , OR
COOK 14 IM
NEXT WEE k THu QVEIN Of/4/4.4-141;
14. Want To Buy
NEED BURLEY plants,
will pay part cost on
plant bed. Call 753-9819.




call Bob at Dill Electric,
753-9104.




QUICK CASH WILL BUY
furniture by the piece or
houseful, most anything
of value. Call 753-0154.
15. Articles For Sale
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Ky., or cal1435-4197.
PROM DRESS in ex-
cellent condition, color-
green. Size 9. Call 753-
8380.
FROM WALL TO wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
FOUR STEEL BELTED
radial tires, size 8R78-
13, good tread. $50.00.
Call 7534721.
KING SIZE BED, color T
V., recliner, swivel
rocker, Arc welder,





freezer, side by side,
$275.00. 8 h.p. Gilson
riding mower, $500.00.
Large dog house, $5.00
Round swivel chair.
$15.00. 50 hand split
fence rails, $4.00 each.







pieces if good used
metal roofing. Call 492-
8644.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
only a few left. Thornton




dresser $40.00, 2 end




dition, $175.00. Two table










Call 753-5664 after 6 p.m.
SPANISH DINING Room






Phone 767-4252 after 6:00
p.m.
TAPPAN STOVE with
self clean oven. $150.00.
Like new. Call 489-2290,
after 5 p.m.
DUNCAN PHYFE couch




and Service, 500 Maple

















All in good condition.
Call 753-2821 after 5 p.m.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both from
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-993.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA






back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See alno.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
DELTA CRAFT 14' Jon
boat. $160.00 Call after
5, 437-4526.
28' X 8' MONARCH
DELUXE Pontoon, 1974
model with 70 h.p.
Evinrude motor, used
only 15 hours. Fully




boat and trailer. 1450.00.
Must sell. Call 767-4779
after 5:30 p.m.
21' AQUARIUS sailboat.
Ready to sail with many










Plastic put under house.
Kelley Termite and Pest
Control, 753-3914.
24. Miscellaneous
LAWN MOWER 18" reel
type self propelled, 32"
rotary self propelled,
25.00 each, 18" push type
8.00. two wheel cart for
riding mower. 25.00. Call
753-7693.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








stirnatic 20, camera and




Doors, Oak, new, one
slide by window,
complete with Storm
windows, new. Call 436-
22.89 after 5 p.m,















SELL OR TRADE RCA
color console 23" screen,
beautiful Mediterranean
Fruitwood cabinet, 5
years old, for a color
protible 19' screen, in
good condition or $200.
Call 753-9845 after 5 p.m.
CB BASE STATION,
DEW° Star, 5 months
old, $150; Jon son
Messenger 323A with
Turner +3 mike; VHF
Hi-Lo monitor antenna,
$15.00. 50 watt base
linear amplifier, $125.00.
Call 753-9845 after 5 p.m.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1969 SHELBY 12x65, 3
bedroom, 1'2 bath,
central air and heat







on nice lot 100' by 260'. A
new well. Call 492-8195.
1959 MOBILE HOME on 2
lots in Croppie Hollow.
Call 436-2505.
12 X 60 TRAILER at
Croppte Hollow Shores.
Good well, wall to wall
carpet, window air
condition. Call 436-2560.
12 X 60 1970 JETLIN-
NER.Fully furnished.
Underpinning. $4,600.
For information call 753-
9783.
1971 TOWN HOUSE
MobiTe home, Nit --
electric, 12 x 65, two
baths, two bedrooms.
Call 753-4935. After 6
call 436=5424.
12 z 60 WINSTON, z
bedroom, central air
and heat. All electric;
Call 489-2317 or 489-2348.
12 X 65 TWO BEDROOM 2
baths, washer and
dryer. Underpinning.
Can be seen at 133
Riviera Ct. Call 753-0465.
28 Heating & Cooling
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, two
bedroom, all electric,






home located on large
lot, 1 mile from city
limits. Call 753-7850 or
753-8681.
31 Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR 2
bedroom house for
married couple and well
behaved dog. Call 767-
2753 first or call 762-2504
ask for Suanne.
HOUSE IN Country. close
to Murray, unfrunished,
at least two bedrooms.
Call. 615-232-6420. Dover
Tennessee.
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 4354582 or 436-5672.
















MENT for 2 near
University. Available











only, No pets. 753-7400.
NE BEDROOM
FURNISHEDapartment
with part utilities paid.
Call 753-9741.
MURRAY MANOR




paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications










ment located next to
White Hall, adjacent to





for summer. Excellent 0
condition. Near campus.
Call 762-6341 days, 753-
1398 after 5 p.m. and
weekends.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM
brick on Covey Drive,




bedrooms, six miles -









lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
KITTEN, 8 weeks old,








RIPE, pick your own.
Four miles West of Tr -
City on Highway 83.
Watch for signs. Hoyt F.
Adams Strawberry
Farm, Route 1,
Mayfield, Ky. Call 1-382-
2360.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Saturday 8
ELM. till dark,
glassware, clothing
toys, car air conditioner
and miscellaneous
Everything must go
because we are moving.



















GA It AGE -
SATURDAY

































































































ated next to 1:
II, adjacent to


































'les West of Tri-
on Highway 83.
for signs. Hoyt F.
s Strawberry
• Route 1,








se we are moving.
641 N. to Seven
D llo w signs
1111•111111
YARD SALE, May 1st, 9
EIGHT PARTY YARDa.ro. to ?, if rains will be
sale, 219 South 13th,held May 8, furniture
Friday 9 a.m. - ?,linens, drapery, fabrics,
Saturday 9 a.m. -?jewelry and many other
Mechanics tools, fishingitems. 807 Sunny Lane.
tackle, 542 hp. Johnson
boat motor, electric andCARPORT SALE
SATURDAY, May 1st,
108 South 13th St. Starts
at 7 a.m., clothing all
kinds and sizes. Many
games and toys, dishes,
TV., mixer, iron, many
other items, come early.
Iso M 31ERIE 30 Mb
41 P..t)
GAFIAGE SA LE
SATURDAY May 1st, 7
a.m. - 5 p.m. Lynnwood




items: rugs, fruit jars,
children's tricycles and
toys, child's desk, solid
maple bed, and lots
more. Sale held rain or
shine.
BIG GARAGE SALE
Saturday May 1, 502
South 11th, starts at 7
a.m. clothing-all kinds
and sizes. Many games
and toys, dishes,
miscellaneous, iron.
Many other items. Come
early.
GARAGE SALE, 505





and Tuesday, 3rd and













SIX ACRES 5 miles West








with 2 baths, central
heat and air, carpets,
built-ins in kitchen, one
with oversized 2 ear
garage, 2 with 1 car
garage. Two have 1575
sq. ft. living area and
one with 1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced





Thu i bedroom Porn 4 up
Wit% central 4•4re end MI




3 Bedroom Belsi win Oki
modern sontrinnonc•s on
on•f fis• better nats ,n
town Almost • st•ol
um Rosily
CAR /53-3263 serene \
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
Licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.





home in excellent neigh-
borhood. Central heat
and air, double garage,
patio, den, formal dining
room, wall to wall
carpeting and fireplace.
This custom designed
miles from Murray on and built home has
blacktop road. GUY everything. Call 753-8080
SP A N N R E A L T Y.,._____hr come h,, 106 N._ 12th
phone 753-7724. Street, BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
55 ACRES, ONE MILE
North of Murray on the
Old Benton Road, just




with beautiful view _of
lake. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-





*Only Expersenced need apply
*Good Pay
Colloct 254-3816
or Repoct to the job
Saturday and Sunday
Special Shiners
4 Doz. for SP°
( Note: Shiners are graded by the
grower, small-medium-large. The
smaller the minnow, the less the dealer
pays. We do not normally retail these







BEDROOM house and 9




1222 for further details.
Accessible Yet Secluded
this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
) our family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real
Estates, 505 Main S.,
Murray, 753-0101-7531 or
Bob Rodgers 753-7116.
44. Lots For Sale
Canterbury Estates
3 bedroom brick, living room, dining room, den,
kitchen with utilities. 1966 sq. ft. of living space.
1002 Fairlane Dr.
3 Bedroom brick, large living & dining room com-
bination, patio and fenced in backyard. Excellent





Swann House I Call 753-5805
703 Main St. ,R_ALTY Ca or 753-8749
Barger Realty 1 Auction Co.
61111111111INISINNIRIRSIENOINIIERRIIIMIRNMERININIIIRRIW
BY OWNER105 X 155 lot,
1/2 mile on 94 East.
Maple Wood Estates.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
8255 after 5 p.m.
45. Farms For Sale
HILL ADAMS FARM on
Coldwater and
Backusburg Rd., Hwy.
1836. 48 acres good
bottom land. Call 489-
131.
6 Homes For Sale
LARGE 10 ROOM





a ITV HERE - VACATIOW it ME ."
46 Homes For Sale
SPACIOUS THREE
BEDROOM, central




bath, central air and
heat, gas grill, paneled
kitchen and den, built-
ins, patio, outside shed,
garden ready to plant.




brick on Doran road,
Gas heat, central air,
kitchen builtins,
fireplace in den, city
school district.
Immediate possession.







Call 753-0965 after 5.
MOVING MUST SELL!
10 room frame home
with large lot near
University.- Lots of
space and attractive




den, living room, bath
and utility building. All
drapes, garbage
disposal, built-in range
with double oven and
rot-IS-Sent. Carpeted




e'OR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
FOUR BEDROOM
HOME near high school,
2 baths, large recreation
room. Carpeted, built-in
appliances, large corner





'New Operation - All Confinement 360 Sows
*Salary Bonus with Benefits Excellent
•Sonse Swine Experience Necessary
•Send inquires with your resume to
Charles W. French





Wily not give her a
MARBLE Bath.
She'll love you for it
Even if she isn't YOUR Mother.
Thornton Tile
And Marble
South 9th Street 753 5719
46 Homes For Sale
LARGE FOUR bedroom
home on well land-
scaped lot in Canterbury
for sale by owner.
Shown by appointment
on Saturday and Sun-
day. Call 753-4189.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street,'
Murray. $3,000 We paid
$4,000 for this property






or handyman. Call 207-
623-8222 or 753-8390.
FOUR BEDROOM 2 bath,
dining room, sunken








patio, gas grill, fen-
ced backyard, cen-
tral air and heat




reduced for quick sale.
Three bedroom frame in
Murray. Phone 753-7573.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage, apple
trees, 2 outbuildings,
garden spot, all on over
1 acre. Two miles South
of Bel Aire Shopping
Center on 641. Call 753-
0154.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
SMALL FARM, house
and 5 acres. Edge of
Graves C.ounty in Bell










BRICK, central air and
heat, garage, covered
patio, carpet, drapes,
1607 Parklarie. Call 753-
3604.
HOUSE ON 2 acre lot in
good, condition. Three
miles west of Hazel at
Crossland.
47.MotorcyCles
1973 HO \ DS CB-350 with
lots of v as. Call 753-
6000
7 Motorcycles
1972 CB 100 Honda.
$250.00. Call 489-2595.
175 CAN AM, motorcycle
trailer, and accessories.




chevrolet, four on the
floor, 327 engine, good
body and tires. Can
assume payments or
pay cash. Call 753-2810.




with low mileage. Call
753-5846.
1974 250 MX Yamaha.
Phone 753-7497 or 753-
9378.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1974 750 HONDA, lots a
extras. $1675.00. Cali
437-4292
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 PORSCHE 914, one
owner, 26,000 miles, new
condition. $5,300. Call
502-924-5438 after 7p. m.
1973 MAVERICK 6
cylinder *1,250.00, 1972
Toyota 4 speed $1,050.00.
Call 489-2595.





1957 FORD runs goos.
4150.00 or best offer. Call
767-2751.
1964 CHEVROLET
Impala, 2 door, 327, 3
speed. $225.00. Call 436-
5414.
1969 BUICK ELECTRA,
needs work, make offer.
Call 436-2107 after 6.
1966 MERCURY COMET
6 cylinder, straight shift,
low mileage, real gas
saver. 1350.00. Can be
seen at 311 N. 7th after 1
p.m.
1957 FORD Fairlane, 4
door, runs good but PAINTING, INTERIORneeds work. A classic and exterior by the hour
fixed up. $100.00. Call or job. Free estimates.J.T. Lee 753-9215 or 762- Call 753-8343.
4158 after 11 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
19 1 PLYMOUTH
DUSTER slant 6, 2 door.
Call 753-5713.
1974 MUSTANG II, local
car, owner, low mileage,
good condition. Call 753-
3368 after 5.
1471 VW SQUAREBACK
air condition, one owner,
$1,295. Call 753-4445
1973 MALIBU LAGUNA.
Black, low mileage, Call
7534030.









- Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
NICE USED CAMPERS
very reasonable. Can be
seen at Whites Used Cat
Lot, East 94 highway, 3
miles from Murray. Call
753-0605.
1972 MAN-O-WAR sliding
truck camper. Pt', like
new. One mile North of
Lynn Grove or call 435-







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
Si. Seivices Offered
nittBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.












struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
1975 AUDI 1001.5, 20,000















stearing and brakes, air,
automatic. Call 753-6694.





1964 FORD, short wheel
base, pickup, excellent
shape, radial tires, new
paint. Call 753-7765 or
see at 1617 Catalina
Drive.
FOR SALE
A lot ' house for the money-B.V 3 bedroom. 2
bath, h%in4 room, large kit. dining and den area






Graham Rd. (Black top) on lot 210' X 210' about 5
mi. S. E If Murray. Also extra bldg. was beauty
parlor.
Priced left than $30,000.00 Please give me a bid.
Claude L. Miller' Real Estate
7113-51114 70-3061
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
CUSTOM MADE drapes,
you pay only for
material used. Over 150
patterns, 15 per cent off
during month of May
only. P. N. Hirsch and
Cr,., phone 753-9779.
INSULATION • BLOWN
IN BY SEARS save on
these high heat and
cooling bills, call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
J & It WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121










Call 7534124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
KELLY WOODS LS now Is
plumbing business for
himself. Licensed
Master Plumber for any
plumbing needs. Call






and exterior. IA Bob do




1, extremely good rates.
Call 753-1960.
PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of ex-
'Perience. By the job or




No jots too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with -Steely and Clark.










vice. No job too small.
Call ErrieSt White, 753-
0605.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.




$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades and
saws sharpened 94 E. to
280 E. past saw mill road
across bridge first






JUNK CARS picked up,



















and dirt. Call 437-4533,

























bOzEii Wok - smaH
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
WANTED
Shoe Salesperson
ights will boss III opening in their !Ivory Departmen






Apply in person. .




May 4th and May 5th
PENNYRILE TOURS
Alaska Holiday - Filled
Nova Scotia Holiday - Filled




Enjoy a restful fun filled vacation to Chicago,
Wisconsin, Saulte Sainte Marie, Michigan where
we shall see the Soo Locks. Then we go to
Mackinac Island, stay at the Grand Hotel. Ex-
plore the island by horse drawn carriage I motor
vehicles are not allowed on the island). Travel
the shores of Lake Michigan to Traverse City to
see the world's largest concentration of cherry
orchards. To Grand Rapids and Holland,
Michigan to visit Tulip Gardens and Dutch
Village with canal. waterwheels, flowering gar-
dens and a market place of imported Dutch
goods Continue to South Bend, Ind. Home by In-
dianapolis and Louisville
Bicentennial Holiday
Happy Birthday, U. S. A.
Charleston, S. C.; Savannah, Ga.; Williamsborq and
Washington D. C.
July 13-July 22
Travel to Atlanta and Dublin, Ga. Tour tht,
restored buildings and homes of Savannah. then
to Charleston, S. C. to tour this city. Overnight in
Jacksonville, N. C. via Norfolk, Va to William-
sburg, Va. See restored Williamsburg.
Jamestown Colony and Yorktown Battle Ground
Then to Washington. D. C. and Mt. Vernon Night
ride through the city to see, lights on beautiful
landmarks. To Arlington, Va. Then our bus will
take you with an expert guide to see all the
places in our capital city you have always longed
to see. From there we leave through Natural
Bridge to Abingdon, Va. See Barter Theater if
you wish. Home by Knoxville and Nashville












The funeral for Mrs. Trudie
Ford, widow of Harvey Ford
of Lynn Grove, will be held
tod y at two p.m. at the chapel
of- e J. H. Churchill Funeral
Rom" with Rev.._A..M: Thomas
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Carrnon
and Rudell Parks, Howard
Rogers, Gene Gleason, and
Jimmy and Jerry Ford. Burial
will be in the Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Ford, age 86, died




Dodds, Benton, and Mrs.
Hubert Shaw, Charlotte, N.
C.; one son, Isaac E. Ford,






Funeral services for Mrs.
Eula E. Newsome will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Joe Bagwell officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the. Highland Park
Cementery, Mayfield. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Newsome, age 96, died
Thursday at 5:20 p.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She was a resident of Mayfield
Route Five.
She sturitived. by three
daughters, Mrs. Autie Collins,
Mrs. Jessie Lichamer,
Chicago, Ill., and Mrs.
Josephine Gibson, Los
Angeles, Calif.; five sons,
Boyce, Mayfield Route Five,
Fred and Onyx, Kirksey Route
One, David and Cleo, Detroit:
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Irene








The funeral services for
Willie Jones-, of Hazel Route
One will be held today at three
p.m. at North Fork Baptist
Church where he was a
member with Rev. Harold
Lassiter and Rev. James
Phelps officiating and Gus
Robertson, Jr., as soloist.
Active pallbearers will be
Aubrey Jones, Hugh W.
Foster; Fillet- West,- Paul A.
Lassiter, Bert Taylor, and
' Doyle Humphreys. Honorary
pallbearers will be Virgil and
Arlen Paschall, Rudolph Key,
Ed Crowder,-and Fred Orr, all
deacons of the church. Burial
will be in the Paschall
Cemetery in Henry County,
Tenn., with the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
Mr. Jones, age 90, died
Thursday at four p.m. at the
4.Westview Nursing Home.
.Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Avie Jane Orr Jones;
daughter, Mrs. Othel
Paschall, grandson William
Gerald Paschall, and two
great grandsons, Terry and
Jeffrey Paschall, Hazel Route
One: one sister,. Mrs. Jewel
Dunn, Memphis, Tenn.; two
brothers, John L. Jones,
Murray Route Seven, and
Hollin Jones, Hazel Route
One.
Mike Robertson And Bill Wilson FFA• • •(Continued from Page
Phillip Rudolph and VirgilTo Speak At Youth Week Program rd.,,:lnntthativl Cy or t?ir ;e on
Mike Robertson, Baptist
campus minister, and Bill
Wilson, Youth Week pastor,
will be the speakers at the
10:45 a.nvind seven p.m.
services respectively on
Sunday, May -f, during Youth
Mike Robertson
Week observance at the First
Baptist Church.
Serving as minister of music
will be Mark Vinson with the
pianists to be Kim Alley, Lisa
Francis, Jenny Francis, and
Leslee Grogan. Special music
will be by the Youth Choir,
Boys Quartet, and Girls Trio.
Dr. Kenneth Winters,
deacon of the week, Dr. Bill
Whittaker, Ch ureft-
pastor, and bro. Ned




Holy Communion will be
observed at the 8:45 a.m.
service on Sunday, May 2, at
the First United Methodist
Church.
- At the second worship
service at 10:50 a.m. Dr.
James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister, will speak on the
subject, "Ye Shall Not
Hunger."
Dr. Joe Prince will sing a
solo, ' "Thou Shalt Keep Rim In
Perfect Peace,- at both
services. The Chance/ Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Mrs. Richard Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,
• 'Incline Thou Ear 0 Lord," at
the second service.
Ushers for the month of May
are Jelin Irvan, Jack Shell,
Willie Jackson, L. C. Ryan,
Jeff Oakley, David Garrison,
Larry Robinson, Dig Allison,
Otis Brooks, Joe Fridy, James
Frank, Roy Folsom, Wells
Purdom, Jr., and Gary
Haverstock.
Church School will be held
between the morning services,
The Junior High United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at the church
parking lot at six p.m. Sunday
for supper at a local
-relaurant and skating at
Benton Rink from seven to
nine p.m.
The Senior High UMYF will
meet at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for a
rap session with Rev. Mickey
Carpenter and supper at 6:30
p.m., at the church.
The Appalachia Group will
meet at 6:45 p.m. Sunday in
the Youth Lounge. Members
ioclude Marc Peebles, Lisa
Smith, Teresa Smith, Delores
Honchul, Leslie Homra,
Charles Rains, Jr., Mike Pitts, -
Emily Byrn, Melinda
Cochran, and Joni Guthrie.
' The United Methodist
Women will meet Tuesday at
ten a.m. at the church. —
The Administrative Board
will meet Wednesday at 6:30












The flowers for the sanc-
tuary will be in memory of
Ginny Hamilton by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Hamilton and Patricia.
Serving as ushers for youth
week will by Johnny
Carruthers, Dwight
McDowell, Bruce Rogers,
David Mathis, Doug Moore,
Mickey Cochran. Eric Lovins,
Chad Cochran, John Denham,
and Dean Cherry. Greeters
will be Steve Sears, Mike
Pitman, Danny Thompson,
and Tim Giles.
Youth serving as teachers
for the Sunday school will be
Selwyn Schultz, Becky Sams,
Martha McKinney, Cella
Abington, Tim Langford,
Linda Hoffman, Sara Sams,
Phil _Duncan, Sheila Foster,
Kathy Geurin, David Rogers,
Karen Hussung, Gary Eaton,
Kathy May, Chris Parker, Jim
Weaver, Bill Farris, Carolyn
Henderson, Mark Young, Kim






Krista Russell, Jane Wager,
J ama Washer, Beth Outland,
Eleanor Mitts, Danny Adams,
Brent Hatcher, Mitzi Cathey,
Jenny Francis, Karen Bailey,
Share - Toon, Mark Vinson,




Revival services will be held
at the Emmanuel Missionary
Baptist Church starting
Monday, May 3, and con-
Bro. James Fortner
tinuing through Sunday, May
9, with Bro. James Fortner of
Hickman as the evangelist.
The church is located on 121
Bypass at North 16th Street.
The services will be at 7:30
each evening and the public is
invited to attend, according to
Bro. Grandville Courtney,
pastor.
assist iii the mut- t ser Farmington chapter advisor.
Also assisting will be Lisa The winners in the team and
Jones, youth minister of individual events and their
youth, Janie Flora, youth points scored were:
minister of education, Steve General livestock judging
Hussung, associate youth (team): Sedalia, 841; Hick-
pastor, Martha McKinney, man County, 807; Bremen,
Tim Eingford, Ron Sanders, 805; Farmington, 792, and
and Gary Eaton. . Symsonia, 789. (Individual):
Marc Dublin, Sedalia, 344;
Allen Bullock, Bremen, 304;
Kenny Knott, Marshall





County tied with 683; Hickman
County,, an66d2; likS°reumthenti,QPW625629, :
( Individual): Terry Pool,
Ballard Memorial, 280; Scotty
Robertson, Symsonia, 277;
Doy Polley, West Hopkins,
258; Rodney Cude, Lowes; 255,
and Steve Baker, Calloway,
249.
Soil judging: (Team) Lyon
County, 976; Hickman County,
929, and Symsonia, 900.
(Individual): Barry Yates,'
Lyon County, 345; Jeff
Armstrong, Lyon County, 327,
and Tony Weekman, Hickman
County, and Bruce Dixon,
Muhlenberg County, with 322.
Seed judging: John Lit-
chfield, Lyon County, 356;
Randy Cullen, Caldwell
County, 340; and Mike Perry,
Sedalia, 336.
Weed identification: David
Black, Fulton County, 370;
Randy Langston, Lowes, and
Shea Sykes, Calloway, 320;
and Billy Griffith, Symsonia,
and Roger Mitchell, Caldwell





Cox, Fulton County; Camilla
Smith, Tilghman, and Angie
Lawson, Fulton County. No
point scores were listed in this
class.
Horticulture: (Team)
Fulton County, 300; Symsonia,
294; and Paducah Tilghman,
286, (Individual) Mark Cavitt,
Symsonia, 168; Susie Adams,
Calloway, 160; and Gary
Norman, Lyon County, 154.
Auctioneering: James
Riley, Wingo, 385; Johnnie
Riley, Farmington, 378; and
Kenny Harmon, Lowes, 352.
Burley tobacco grading:
( Team) Bremen, 892; Hen-
derson County, 848; and
Lowes, 692. (Individual) Mark
Hurt, Henderson County, 356;
Howard Wyatt, Symsonia,
336; and Russell Jones,
Bremen.
Dark fired tobacco grlding
(Team) Calloway County, 728;
Marshall County, 656; and
Lone Oak, 640. (Individual ) A
three-way tie for first place.
all with 248 points—Jeff
Robertson, Lyon County, Shea
Sykes and Darrel Beane.
Calloway, and Scott Treas-
Marshall County.
Air cured tAceo grading:
(Team) Calloway, 709;
Symsonia, 648; and Far-
mington, 584. (Individual
Marty Leonard, Wingo, 320:
Shea Sykes, Calloway, 264,
and a third-place tie between
John Capps, Caldwell County,
and David Crooks, Syrnsonia,
both with 256 points.
Horsemanship: Todd Clift,
Caldwell County, 344; Lexie
Stegall, Carlisle County, 343,
and Wade Buchanan, Ballard
Memorial, 342.
Tractor trouble shooting:
Lube Beadles, Sedalia, 325:
Spencer Kirksey, Symsonia.
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Legal Proceedings Begun
Will Of Howard Hughes
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ital.)} —
Fortner Howard Hughes aide
Noah Dietrich has begun legal
proceedings on the purported
Hughes' will, but an attorney
for Dietrich says "I imagine
we will all be long dead when
the estate of Howard liobard
Hughes is finally settled."
It may take generations,'''
added Harold Rhoden, as he
filed a probate petition in
Nevada state court Friday on
behalf of Dietrich.
Dietrich, 87, a former
Hughes confidant, was named
as executor for the eccentric
billionaire's empire in the
scrawled set of instructions
delivered her -Thursday by
Mormon officials.






be observed during the
coming week by the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church, with
Sunday, May 2, as Building
Fund Day in the church.
The pastor, Bro. Lawson
Williamson, will speak at both
services at eleven a.m. and
7:15 p.m. Gene Jones, deacon
of the week, will read the
scripture and lead in prayer at
the morning service.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Roger
Cooper at the piano and Miss
Judy Hughes at the organ, will
sing -He's Only A Prayer
Away."
The youth will meet at six
p.m. for choir practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vices.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
6:30 p.m.
Nursery workers this week
will be Mrs. Pat Dalton, Mrs.
Martha Matheny, Mrs. Betty
Morris, Mrs. Becky Nance,
Mrs. Mildred Crawford, Mrs.
Frances Paschall, and Mrs.
rlladys Williamson.
expert familiar with Hughes'
penmanship, examined on
Friday the three-page faded
document discovered Tuesday
in Mormon Church
headquarters in Salt Lake
City, He said he was "positive
beyond doubt" that it was
authentic.
Silver, who served as a
handwriting analyst in three
court matters relating to
Hughes, also said a hand-
written manuscript, which
Clark County officials
described as a novel, was
written by Hughes.
The Associated Press ob-
tained three of the menus- ript
'sheets, whichi- like- the
Dr. David Roos To
Speak At First
Christian Church
Dr. David Roos, minister of
the. First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), will
speak on the first in a series
from The Lord's Prayer:
"Lord, Teach Me To Pray," at
the 10:45 a.m, services on
Sunday, May 2, at the church.
Guest soloist will be Greg
Todd. Margaret Porter is
choir dicector and Gary
Galloway is organist. Jim
Boone will be the lay speaker.
Ron Mitchell will be worship
leader with Jan Bement as
candle lighter and Mr. and
Mrs. Del Fleming and Mr. and
Mrs. R. H. Robbins as
greeters.
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and Johnny Reagan.
Deacons will be James
Clopton, Dr. Joe Cartwright,
Dr, Ron Cella, Terry Hart,
RoberciIopkins, DIA-McCord,
andlion Mitchell. '
The flowers will be in
memory of Make and Eunice
Overbey by their family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.(11.
The Junior Choir will meet
at 519 p.m. Sunday for
practice with supper for the
God Squad at six p.m. and
meeting at 6:30 p.m. _
mysterious will, contained
numerous spelling errors.
Incoherent and rambling in
many parts, the manuscript
relates the story 01 a hard-
working man whc had dif-
ficulty dealing wich women,




Library program for children
in the area of Douglas Com-
munity Center will feature
Bluegrass music on Monday,
May 2.
Wayne Burt and Keith
-Vincent, -both. .junior music
majors at Murray State
University, will perform at
three p.m.
All school age children are





associate pastor of the '
Memorial Baptist Church, will
speak at the 10:50 a.m. ser-
vices on Sunday, May 2, at the
church. His subject will be
"Koinonia."
-The Sanctuary_ Choir,
directed by Bro. Hampton
with Mrs. Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Mrs. Diane
Dixon as pianist, will sing the
song, "Amazing Grace," at
the morning services.
Bill Halford, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning services.
Sunshower will be presented
in a special concert at the six
p.m. "§ervices on Sunday.
Sunday School will be at 840
a.m. with Tommy Wilkins as,
director, and Church Training
will be at seven p.m. with
Larry Lyles as director.
The deacons and pastors
will meet Monday at 7:30 p.m.
Mission Friends, GAs, RAs,
and Youth meeting will be at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, along




Bro. John Dale will be the
speaker at both the 10:40 a.m.
and six p.m. services on
Sunday, May 2, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
Ed Thomas will make the
announcements and Jerry
Bolls will direct the song
service.
"0 Happy Day!" will be the
subject of the morning sermon
with Alan Jones to read the
scripture from Acts 16:29-34.
Prayers will be led by Kerry
Gillihan and Gene Roberts.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Understandest Thou
Wet Thou Readest?" with
the scripture from Acts 8:29-31
to be read by Steve Steele.
Josiah Darnall and Jimmy
Ragsdale will lead in prayers.
Presiding for" The Lard's
Supper will be Ray and Gene
Karraker. Jamie Potts, Mike
Lyons, Steve Herndon, and
Gary Potts will serve on the
Extension Department this
week.
During the month of May
those serving for The Lord's




Ragsdale, Steve Steele, and
Mike Thomas.
Bus drivers for May will by
Gary Evans, Bernice Wilferd,
David Wright, and Randy
Wright.
Nursery attendants for May
will be Charlotte Lamb, Sue
Sills, Helen King, Lou
McDougal, Pam Gillihan,
Janice Rose, Millie Ward, and
Frances Thurmond.
Bible study will be at 9:40
a.m. Sunday with the Elders
and Deacons to meet at three
p.m. Sunday.
Wednesday, May 5, the
Bible Study time will be
.changed from, seven p.m. to
7:30 p.m..
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.8,
no change.
Below dam 302.1, up 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.9,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.4, up 0.2.
Sunset 7:44 p.m. Sunrise
6:03 a.m.
Moon sets 9:15 p.m.
Bet Air Decor Store
Formerly Hughes Paint Store
A Full Week's Worth of Grand Opening





































Come Register! You Could be A Winner!
Check Our Values
Bel-Air Decor Store
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-3642
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